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A B S T R AC T
This article documents the nature, size, and date of the Neolithic settlement
on Tsoungiza at ancient Nemea and reports the results of the ceramic, ground
stone tool, archaeobotanical, and human osteological analyses. The results of
excavations on Tsoungiza in 1974, 1975, 1981, 1982, and 1984, and a restudy
of the finds discovered by Carl W. Blegen in 1925–1926, show that the site
was an open-air settlement, not a cave; was much larger than previously
known, scattered over an area of 26,000 m2; and was occupied from the Early
Neolithic period into the early Middle Neolithic and reoccupied in the Final
Neolithic period.

H I S TO RY O F T H E EXC AVAT I O N S
The history of excavations of Neolithic settlement at Tsoungiza spans
some 60 years, beginning with Carl W. Blegen’s 1925 chance discovery
of Neolithic material under a newly created threshing floor on the side of
Tsoungiza Hill above the village of ancient Nemea.1 In that year and the
next, Blegen excavated the area (labeled “Aloni” the first year, to which were
added “trench W” and “trench Z” in 1926) as part of the American School
of Classical Studies at Athens (ASCSA) excavations at Nemea (Fig. 1).
A long hiatus ensued until 1974–1975, when Stephen G. Miller of the
University of California at Berkeley (UCB) began a new archaeological
campaign. Although he focused primarily on the classical site of Nemea,
as part of the project Stella Miller and Lynn Woken conducted salvage
excavations in a field on Tsoungiza that had recently been deep plowed.
Neolithic and Mycenaean pottery was mixed in the plowed soil. Beneath
1. The Nemea Valley Archaeological
Project (NVAP) is sponsored by Bryn
Mawr College and has carried out its
research since 1984 under the auspices of
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens (ASCSA) through permits
granted by the Hellenic Ministry of

Culture. Major funding for NVAP
was provided by the National Endowment for the Humanities; the Institute
for Aegean Prehistory; the National
Geographic Society; the following funds
of the Department of Classical and Near
Eastern Archaeology of Bryn Mawr

© American School of Classical Studies at Athens
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College: the Hetty Goldman Research
Fund, the Alwin and Elizabeth Carus
Fund, and the Publications Fund; and
private donors.
The faunal remains will appear in a
separate article by Paul Halstead in a
subsequent issue of Hesperia.
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the plow zone and cut into the bedrock, four large undisturbed areas in
UCB grid squares DDD 22–23 and EEE 22–23 contained homogenous
Neolithic remains of pottery, animal and human bones, chipped and ground
stone tools, and stone jewelry. Another deep plowing in 1981 prompted
further salvage excavations on the lower southeastern slope of Tsoungiza
in UCB 1981 grid square OOO 19–20 (renumbered MMM 19–20 in
1982). In 1981 Robert Sutton excavated a Neolithic pit in UCB 1981 grid
square OOO 19–20, trench A area B, and in 1982 Robert Bridges and
Daniel Pullen dug eastern extensions of it in UCB 1982 grid squares NNN
19–20 trenches 82-1 and 82-6. With the inauguration of the Nemea Valley
Archaeological Project (NVAP) under the direction of James C. Wright,
in 1984 Elliott Lax opened one last area, excavation unit (EU) 4, adjacent
to the 1974–1975 excavations. Neolithic remains were also found in the
1986 sounding in NVAP EU 2.2 In all of these excavations, no stratigraphy
within the Neolithic levels was observed as digging progressed; neither
arbitrary passes in the case of Blegen3 and EU 4 nor attempts to distinguish layers in UCB excavation areas 1 and 3 were of any avail in revealing
clear changes. The areas in which Neolithic pottery was concentrated were
generally characterized by soil that was darker than the surrounding earth
and contained heavy concentrations of pottery and stones.4
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Figure 1. Tsoungiza site plan showing Neolithic deposits. W. Payne and
J. Pfaff (after NVAP I, p. 5, fig. 1.5)

2. The Nemea Valley Archaeological Project-Archaeological Survey
(NVAP-AS) also found a concentration of Early Neolithic pottery on
the surface southwest of NVAP EU 2
(Acheson, in press). Wright (1999)
has published a Late Neolithic marble
figurine found on the surface east of
NVAP EU 7.
3. Blegen 1975, p. 259.
4. Reports on excavations: Blegen
1975; Miller 1975, 1980; Wright 1982;
Wright et al. 1990; and unpublished
excavation reports in the Nemea
Archaeological Museum and the
NVAP archives at Bryn Mawr College.
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Figure 2. Tsoungiza UCB excavation
areas 1–3. After Miller 1976, p. 176, fig. 2

CO N T EX T S

5. Blegen 1975, pp. 254, 257, figs. 1, 2.
6. Lerna V; Phelps 2004.
7. Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9; Blegen 1975,
pls. 66:33–37, 43, 44; 67:3, which is the
same as pl. 66:34.
8. Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9.
9. Blegen 1975, pl. 64:31.
10. Blegen 1975, pl. 68:26–29.
11. Blegen 1975, pl. 68:30–32.
12. Blegen 1975, pl. 68:17.
13. Blegen 1975, pl. 68:4 [sic
pl. 6:4].
14. Miller 1975, pp. 151–152.

From these excavations, eight distinct contexts are defined.
Context 1: Blegen’s 1925 and 1926 excavations. Max. dim. 20 × 6 m to
a max. D. of 5.9 m below ground surface.5
As published by Blegen, the bulk of the pottery from his excavations
dates to the Early Neolithic (EN) period. Additional features of the EN
material not already published by Blegen that were found during restudy
of the pottery include a bowl with a pellet rim (6), large open vessels with
both horizontal and vertical oval relief bumps (17, 18), the offset rim of a
jar with an uneven groove below the exterior rim (20), and bowls with a
very low ring base (64) and a flat base with slight offset (65).
As already observed by Karen D. Vitelli and William W. Phelps,6
however, Middle Neolithic (MN) and Final Neolithic (FN) material was
also found. Vitelli pointed out the MN polychrome pattern-painted sherds
published by Blegen.7 Other indications of a MN presence include a lug
attachment scar with roughened surface (79), a shallow bowl in Nemea
Red fabric (92), and a Pattern-Painted Urfirnis askoid vessel (99).
The FN material published by Blegen, according to Vitelli,8 includes
a rounded loop handle,9 small crude ovoid pots,10 large coarse cylindrical
objects,11 a coarse base with a matt impression,12 and decorated coarse ware.13
Context 2: UCB 1974 salvage excavations in DDD/4, 5–22/10, 11,
deposit DDD 22:1 (Fig. 2). Max. dim. 1.5 × 1.9 m to a max. D. of 0.40 m
below the surface of the bedrock; elev. 368.28–367.90 masl. Excavated by
Stella Miller.14
As in Blegen’s excavations, the bulk of the pottery belongs to the Early
Neolithic period. Representative vessels include a burnished cup (37), a
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burnished shallow bowl (62), a pattern-painted deep bowl (26), and a
pattern-painted jar (34).
Context 3: UCB 1974 and 1975 salvage excavations in DDD/15,
20–23/1, 3 and EEE/1, 4–23/1, 3, area 1, deposit DDDEEE 23:1 (Fig. 2).
Max. dim. 8 × 1.5 m and continuing into the unexcavated area toward
the southwest, max. D. of 0.85 m below the surface of the bedrock; elev.
365.30–364.44 masl at the northeast, 366.29–363.80 masl at the southwest.
Excavated by Stella Miller.15
Early Neolithic pottery from area 1 includes an unburnished cup/
saucer (1); a possible ladle (3); burnished bowls with ring bases (45, 46);
bowls, a jar, and a basin with relief bumps (10, 21, 43, and 69); bowls with
lug handles (19, 48); and pattern-painted bowls and jars decorated with
pendant triangles and parallel zigzags (28, 31–33, 35, 36, 59, 60, 73).
Indications of MN activity in this area include two pattern-painted
red-on-white vessel fragments (83, 84), a bowl fragment with a firing circle
(88), and a pattern-painted stand(?) leg (82). A burnished body fragment
with a horizontal raised band with regularly spaced vertical incisions (104)
and a coarse conical bowl (108) provide evidence for the Final Neolithic
period in this area. A stone pendant (111) and a stone bead (112) were
also found in area 1.16
Context 4: UCB 1974 salvage excavations in EEE/1, 3–23/5, 7, area 2.
Max. dim. 2.3 × 0.78 m and continuing into the unexcavated area toward the
southeast; elev. 365.05–364.80 masl at the southwest, 364.94–364.75 masl
at the northeast. Excavated by Stella Miller.17
The little pottery that was found in this area is dated to the Neolithic
period based on the fabric, but there were no feature sherds to catalogue.
Context 5: UCB 1974 and 1975 salvage excavations in EEE/5, 9–22/18,
20 and EEE/7, 9–23/1, 2, deposit EEE 22, 23:1, area 3. Max. dim. 5.3 ×
3 m and continuing into the unexcavated area toward the southeast; elev.
364.90–264.70 masl at the south. Excavated by Stella Miller and Lynn
Woken.18
Early Neolithic activity in this area is demonstrated by the presence of
an unburnished deep bowl with a pointed footless base (61), a monochrome
painted shallow bowl with relief ridges (53), a monochrome painted deep
bowl (14), a monochrome painted jug spout with a vertical support strut
(23), a pattern-painted bowl (27) and a jar (74) decorated with parallel
zigzag lines, and a bowl with a pebble-tempered interior (78).
Pottery demonstrating a MN presence in this area includes a monochrome painted Urfirnis deep bowl (94) and jar with incised decoration
(95), the Pattern-Painted Urfirnis body fragments (96, 98), tubular lug
handles (86, 87), a stand with cutout decoration (81), a leg fragment (80),
and several coarse gouged bowls (100–103). Evidence for FN activity is
found in a coarse conical bowl (109). A stone bead (113) and a two bone
tools (114, 115) were also found in area 3.
Context 6: UCB 1981 and 1982 salvage excavations in UCB 1981 grid
square OOO 19–20 (renumbered MMM 19–20 in 1982), trench A area B,
and UCB 1982 grid squares NNN 19–20, trenches 82-1 and 82-6 (Fig. 1).
Max. dim. 10 × 6 m and continuing into the unexcavated area toward the
northeast; max. D. 0.80 m below the surface of the bedrock. Excavated by
Robert Sutton, Robert Bridges, and Daniel Pullen.
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15. Miller 1975, p. 152.
16. Classification of the jewelry follows Beck 1928.
17. Miller 1975, p. 152.
18. Miller 1975, p. 152.
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Figure 3. Tsoungiza NVAP EU 4
geological section. E. Lax and J. Pfaff

Typical EN pottery from this area includes a monochrome painted
bowl with a low ring base (70), a pattern-painted bowl with parallel zigzags
(30), and a bowl with a lug handle (41).
Context 7: NVAP 1984 EU 4, sounding east of UCB deposit EEE 22,
23:1, area 3 (Fig. 1). Max. dim. 2 × 1 m and continuing into the unexcavated area in all directions; max. D. of 2.63 m below ground surface; elev.
363.42–360.79 masl. Excavated by Elliott Lax.
Representative EN ceramics include a monochrome burnished cup (5),
a pattern-painted bowl rim with pendant triangles (25), and a jug spout
with a vertical support strut (67). Possible evidence for MN in this area
is the pattern-painted bowl with pendant triangles and parallel zigzags
possibly outlined in white (29).
Context 8: NVAP 1986 EU 2 (Fig. 1), stratigraphic unit (SU) 343:
sounding at E714–715 N412–414 = max. dim. 2 × 1 m; elev. 367.63–
366.27 masl. SU 396: sounding at E717 N414 = max. dim. 1 × 1 m; elev.
367.68–367.58 masl. Excavated by Anne Kugler.
Middle Neolithic ceramics are documented by a pattern-painted
Urfirnis body fragment (97) and a red-on-white pattern-painted house
model(?) (85).

GEOMORPHOLOGY
19. Blegen 1975, pp. 251, 255;
Miller 1975, pp. 151–152.
20. The geomorphology of Tsoungiza was summarized by Wright et al.
(1990, pp. 623–624). A longer discussion will appear in Wright, in press.

Contrary to Blegen’s and Miller’s descriptions,19 the Neolithic remains on
Tsoungiza were not in a cave or in pits.20 In a geomorphological study of
NVAP EU 4 by Kevin Pope (Fig. 3), the densest concentration of Neolithic
ceramics with little wear was found in zones 6 and 7, which are characterized
by their high organic content and density of cobbles. These zones match
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the descriptions of the nearby areas in which Neolithic remains were concentrated in Blegen’s and Miller’s excavations. Large fragments of pottery
with little wear were also found in the lowest levels of Blegen’s excavations.
Above them in zone 5, a marl cap formed from the precipitation of calcium
carbonate (CaCO3) out of water flowing over a surface that was stable for
a long time. This marl cap fits the description of the chunks of broken
limestone mistakenly identified by Blegen as the collapsed roof of a cave.
Above the marl cap, zones 3 and 4 are a Holocene B horizon with a degree
of clay development that suggests a stable soil situation for 3,000 years. The
pottery sherds in zones 3 and 4 were lower in frequency, smaller in size, and
more heavily worn than the pottery in zones 6 and 7, suggesting that they
were deposited by erosion. Blegen also found Neolithic remains above the
marl cap. Above zones 3 and 4, another marl cap (zone 2) formed, which,
along with zone 1, was disturbed by modern plowing. This cap protected
zones 3 and 4 from disturbance by modern plowing.

C ER A M I C CO N S ERVAT I O N T R E AT M EN T
Most excavators have noted the extreme friability of the Neolithic pottery
when excavated. Blegen left the tens of thousands of sherds he excavated
out to dry and harden for a year before cleaning, sorting, and reconstruction
were attempted.21 Once hardened, the pottery was cleaned with hydrochloric
acid, a practice that caused lime inclusions to dissolve, creating what was
termed “spongy” ware out of one of the typical fabrics that contained a great
deal of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as temper.22 Material from subsequent
excavations was stored unwashed and unsorted until 1987–1988, when it
was washed in water only.

C ER A M I C C L A S S I F I C AT I O N
In the summers of 1987 and 1988, Anne Kugler sorted and studied the pottery from the lowest four layers of Blegen’s trench W; the lowest five layers
as well as a middle layer and the topmost layer of Blegen’s Aloni trench;
the lowest three levels of UCB 1981 trench A; and all of the pottery from
UCB 1974–1975 areas 1 and 3, from UCB 1982 82-6, and from NVAP
EU 4—a total of 49,983 sherds weighing 565.55 kg (Table 1).23 As the table
indicates, the preponderance of the material sorted was from areas 1 and
3; about one-third of that amount was sorted from the Blegen excavations,
and the remaining trenches each were 13% or less of the total sorted. As
is also suggested by the difference between the percentages of total count
and percentages of total weight, there was wide variation in the degree of
preservation. While the bottom layers of both of Blegen’s trenches and
also of UCB areas 1 and 3 and the lower half of EU 4 included pottery of
moderate size and often moderate-to-good surface preservation, all of the
salvage trenches and the upper half of the EU 4 layers were notable for the
small size and poor surface preservation of the sherds they contained—a
condition that is also indicated by lower weight per sherd in these units.
When Blegen classified the pottery he found at Nemea, he divided it
by fabric inclusions, color, and surface treatment. Sherds were either fine or
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21. Blegen 1975, p. 259.
22. Lerna V, p. 76.
23. Table 1 was prepared by
A. Kugler. Kugler’s study of the Neolithic pottery has been updated and
supplemented by Dabney.
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TA B LE 1 . CO U N T S A N D W EI G H T S O F P O T T ERY S H ER D S , B Y L O C AT I O N
Location

Count

% of Total Count

Blegen trench W

3,377

7%

58.83

10%

Subtotal Blegen Aloni trench and trench W

8,415

17%

155.55

27%

Blegen Aloni trench

5,038

10%

Weight (kg)
96.72

% of Total Weight
17%

UCB area 1

13,515

27%

137.12

24%

Subtotal UCB areas 1 and 3

29,803

60%

306.18

54%

UCB area 3

16,288

UCB trench A

1,360

UCB trench 82-6
NVAP EU 4

24. Blegen 1975, pp. 260–262.
25. These issues have been extensively discussed by Vitelli in Lerna V,
pp. 5–7, 75–89.
26. Franchthi 8, pp. xix–xxi, 3–4.
Fabric and surface treatment classifications in this article also follow Vitelli in
Lerna V.
27. Franchthi 8, pp. 4–7.
28. This fabric is similar to Lime
ware as described by Vitelli in Lerna V,
pp. 75–80.
29. This fabric is included in coarse
ware by Blegen (1975, pp. 268–269).

3%

169.06
9.48

6,506

13%

44.62

49,983

100%

565.55

3,899

Total

33%

8%

49.72

30%
2%
8%
9%

100%

coarse, and the fine fabric was divided into buff, gray, red, variegated, and
patterned wares.24 The problem with fabric inclusions is that there are further
distinctions based on the composition of the inclusions to be made in both
the fine and coarse categories. The problem with the color divisions is that
it is often impossible to tell which category applies: if, for instance, a single
rim sherd is red, was the body entirely red as well, or did it modulate to gray
on the lower half of the body, and thus qualify as “variegated”? What about
patterns that do not extend over the entire vessel? Moreover, many of these
differences in surface decoration were the result of firing and the relative
rate of oxidation, a process that may or may not have been intentional.25
Given these factors, the pottery studied in 1987–1988 was classified
according to four main categories of fabric: Lime-Gritted, Lime-Rich
Slightly Gritted, Lime-Rich Sandy-Gritted, and Coarse-Gritted. These
categories were developed after consideration of Vitelli’s pioneering classification of the Neolithic pottery from Franchthi, where a stratigraphic
sequence existed for the entire Neolithic period.26 Because of her extensive
study of the process of making pottery, Vitelli concluded that the element
of a finished pot that most directly reflected the potter’s conscious choices
was the fabric of the vessel—both the type of clay, and (most significantly
for subsequent classification) the ingredients the potter had selected to
temper the clay from which the pot was constructed.27 At Franchthi, then,
the foundation for categorization is the nature of the inclusions. Consequently, when the Nemea pottery was sorted, this principle was initially
adopted in order to emphasize construction choices, rather than color. With
that consideration of fabric foremost in mind, further color, thickness, and
hardness characteristics also became apparent.

Fabr ic De sc r i p t ion s
Lime-Gritted fabric is the easiest to recognize, immediately distinguishable as a medium-coarse fabric, replete with many (15% or more) medium
(ca. 1 mm) angular inclusions that, because they dissolve on contact with
hydrochloric acid, are presumed to be lime (CaCO3).28 Dissolution of the
temper in acidic soil or as a result of washing with hydrochloric acid leaves
behind holes and a “spongy” appearance, as Blegen observed.29 Body walls
in this fabric average 0.6 cm thick. The surface color is light, ranging from
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light reddish brown (5YR 6/3) to yellowish red (5YR 6/6) or light gray
(10YR 7/2). The core is usually gray (5YR 5/1). Paint colors are mostly red
(2.5YR 4/8–10R 4/8), but range from light red (2.5YR 6/6) to dark red
(2.5YR 3/6). Shapes represented in this fabric include cups, deep bowls,
basins, ladles(?), jars, and jugs.30 Wide-mouthed symmetrical spherical
jars with evenly smoothed walls rarely end in a ring base (three examples),
but rather a curved bottom. Surface treatments include monochrome
burnished, monochrome painted, and pattern painted; most sherds are
monochrome painted, and about 50 are pattern painted. Patterns include
pendant and upright triangles, parallel zigzag lines, other parallel lines, and
crosshatching. Fifty-seven sherds have relief bumps, although these are
sometimes larger and less symmetrical than those on fine fabrics. Plastic
decoration consists of horizontal and vertical oval relief bumps (2, 10, 17,
18, 36) and connected relief bump or pellet rims (6, 14).
Slightly Gritted fabric is a fine, well-levigated clay tempered with very
few (less than 3%) small (<1 mm) inclusions that from their whiteness and
angularity appeared to be lime.31 Body walls were generally about 0.5 cm
thick. Surface treatments include monochrome burnished, monochrome
painted, and pattern painted. The color of the Monochrome Burnished
Slightly Gritted vessels is either uniformly black (5YR 2.5/1; e.g., 38–40,
86) or variegated light (5YR 6/6–7/4) at the rim to dark gray (7.5YR N4)
or black at the base (e.g., 37, 42–44). The Monochrome Painted Slightly
Gritted vessels are black paint (2.5YR N2.5 and 7.5YR N2) on a black
surface or red paint (2.5YR 4/8) on a light surface. Pattern-painted vessels
have red paint (2.5YR 5/8) on a pink surface (7.5YR 8/4) with a gray core
(10YR 6/1). The uniformity of the colors demonstrates carefully controlled
firing practices.32 The most frequent shapes are moderately deep to deep
bowls (42, 43, 54) with knife-edged rims, evenly smoothed walls, uniform
smoothed ring bases (45, 58), and occasionally pierced lugs (41, 47, 48).
Other open shapes include cups (37, 38), saucers, and shallow bowls (39,
40, 51, 52).33 Closed shapes are rare (only five possible jugs, for example),
as are handles (nine examples) and flat or very low bases (10 examples).
One jar with a short collar was found (50). Painted patterns (triangles,
parallel zigzag lines, other parallel lines, and crosshatching) were noted
on 24 sherds (59, 60). Plastic decoration of small circular and oval relief
bumps was noted on 215 sherds (38–40, 43, 44, 52, 55, 56, 59). Where it
has been possible to reconstruct a large portion of the vessel, it is apparent that these bumps were placed at regular intervals of 20% or 25% of
30. These generalizations include
the objects excavated by Blegen
that Dabney studied in the Nemea
Archaeological Museum; these are
referenced throughout this article by
their museum inventory numbers (e.g.,
P 928). For Monochrome Burnished
Lime-Gritted fabric, see Blegen 1975,
pp. 274, no. N16 (P 928), 275, pl. 64:26
(P 1377), 278, pl. 68:3 (P 1374); for
Monochrome Painted Lime-Gritted
fabric, see Blegen 1975, pp. 274,
no. N18 (P 930), 275–276, pl. 64:25

(P 1399), 27 (P 1384), 32 (P 1378), 33
(P 1371); for Pattern-Painted LimeGritted fabric, see Blegen 1975, pp. 274,
no. N19 (P 931), 277–278, pl. 66:38
(P 1360), 39 (P 1347), 41 (P 1357), 42
(P 1349), pl. 67:16 (P 1398).
31. This fabric is similar to Ungritted ware as described by Vitelli in
Lerna V, pp. 80–87.
32. Lerna V, pp. 83–85.
33. These generalizations include
the objects excavated by Blegen
that Dabney studied in the Nemea
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Archaeological Museum. For Monochrome Burnished Slightly Gritted
fabric, see Blegen 1975, pp. 273–275,
nos. N1 (P 913), N2 (P 914), N20
(P 932); for Monochrome Painted
Slightly Gritted fabric, see Blegen
1975, pp. 273–275, nos. N6 (P 918, exterior only painted), N10 (P 922), N14
(P 926), pl. 64:1 (P 1400), 2 (P 1401);
for Pattern-Painted Slightly Gritted
fabric, see Blegen 1975, pp. 276–277,
pl. 66:8 (P 1365), 19 (P 1362), 22
(P 1368), 30 (P 1350), 31 (P 1358).
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34. These generalizations include the
objects excavated by Blegen that Dabney studied in the Nemea Archaeological Museum. For Monochrome
Burnished Sandy-Gritted fabric, see
Blegen 1975, pp. 273, no. N5 (P 917),
275, pl. 64:8 (P 1383). For Monochrome Painted Sandy-Gritted fabric,
see Blegen 1975, pp. 273–275, nos. N7
(P 919), N9 (P 921), N11 (P 923),
N15 (P 927), pl. 64:24 (P 1379).
For Pattern-Painted Sandy-Gritted
fabric, see Blegen 1975, pp. 275–277,
pls. 64:18 (P 1372), 66:1 (P 1364), 11
(P 1370), 12 (P 1369), 13 (P 1361), 26
(P 1355), 27 (P 1356).
35. Unlike Lerna (Lerna V, pp. 102–
103), there are no Urfirnis examples of
gouged bowls at Nemea. Also in Coarse
fabric is Blegen 1975, p. 274, no. N13
(P 925).
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the circumference of the pot (51, 54). Parallel and patterned relief ridges
were also found (53).
Sandy-Gritted fabric consists of a fine clay with some (3% or more)
small (<1 mm) inclusions that are mostly yellowish red and brown stone.
The fabric is also sometimes harder than the other fabrics, with sharper
edges to the breaks, and with pitting from spalls, especially on the interior
of vessels. Surface treatments include monochrome burnished, monochrome
painted, and pattern painted. The color of the Monochrome Burnished
Sandy-Gritted pottery is either uniformly light to dark gray (7.5YR N6–4)
or uniformly reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) on the surface with a reddish yellow
(5YR 6/8) core. Monochrome Painted Sandy-Gritted has a red paint (2.5YR
5/6) on its reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) surface and core. Pattern-Painted
Sandy-Gritted also has red paint (2.5YR 5/6) on its reddish yellow (5YR
7/6) or sometimes pink (7.5YR 8/4) surface with cores ranging from pink
(7.5YR 7/4) to light red (2.5YR 6/6) and gray (5YR 5/1). Shallow and
deep bowls are common (61–63, 69, 70).34 Unusual shapes such as askoid
vessels (77), jugs (six examples; e.g., 71, 76), some with horizontal spouts
supported by a vertical strut (67), and features such as handles (six examples)
and flat bases (six examples) were also present. Although also rare in this
fabric, these unusual shapes and features make up proportionately more
of the sample than in the Slightly Gritted fabric. Pattern-painted sherds
with the same motifs (triangles [73], parallel zigzag lines [74], other parallel lines, and crosshatching [76]) were more frequent (a total of 107) than
in the Slightly Gritted fabric, but still a small proportion of the overall
total. Relief bumps (62, 63, 69, 70, 74) were present on 60 sherds—so, less
frequently than on Slightly Gritted sherds.
Difficulty arose in distinguishing between the two fine fabrics, Slightly
Gritted and Sandy-Gritted. The small size and rarity of inclusions, the subjectivity of determining just how many dark stone inclusions would qualify
a piece as Sandy-Gritted, and the variability in the number of inclusions
over the whole of a vessel (bases had more inclusions than sherds from the
upper portions of the same vessel) made it extremely difficult to distinguish
these two categories consistently. This problem is apparent when pottery
from area 1 and area 3 is analyzed according to proportion of each fabric. The
percentage of Sightly Gritted and Sandy-Gritted appears to vary widely in
each layer and pit, but when added together, they are suspiciously consistent
in their totals. Using this problematic inclusion classification, then, all that
can be said about fabric distribution across deposits and across layers is that
Lime-Gritted sherds make up slightly over a third of the Neolithic material by weight, while Slightly Gritted and Sandy-Gritted sherds combined
make up a bit over half the total, and Coarse fragments the remaining fifth.
Therefore, for these two fabrics especially, correlations between fabric, color,
surface treatment, and shape are particularly important for classification, but
correlations also exist between fabric, color, surface treatment, and shape in
the Lime-Gritted fabric.
Coarse fabric is distinguished by large (1–4 mm) inclusions that are
white, brown, or black in color. Body walls are between 1 and 2 cm thick.
Coarse vessels are unburnished, unpainted, and variegated from reddish
yellow (7.5YR 7/6) or yellowish red (5YR 5/8) to gray (N 5/0) on the lower
interior of the vessel. Coarse fabric is used for gouged bowls (100–103).35
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C ATA L O G U E
The following catalogue presents the ceramics and small finds. For the
ceramics, the catalogue is ordered first by chronological period, then by
fabric and surface treatment. The lot subscript number represents the storage box number within the lot.
E A R LY– M I D D LE N E O LI T H I C C ER A M I C S
Lime-Gr it t ed, Unb ur nished
1

Cup/saucer

Fig. 4

2

Bowl, deep

Fig. 4

3

Ladle?

Fig. 4

4 Vessel

Fig. 4

35-2-11. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 4.2; Diam. rim 10.8 cm.
Unburnished variegated light to light gray exterior and interior; light gray
core. Uneven exterior surface.

32-2-1. UCB trench 82-6 11–15, pass 7.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 9; est. Diam. rim 30; max. W. relief bump 2 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior; variegated light to black interior and
core. Pair of horizontal oval relief bumps starting at 1 cm below exterior rim.

35-2-16. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 6.7 cm.
Eroded exterior and interior surface. Uniformly light exterior and interior.
Possible handle attached at rim.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 278, pl. 68:8 (P 1386, Lime-Gritted); Lerna V, pp. 326–327,
fig. 71:f.
29-2-14. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 2.5; Diam. base 11 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior and underside; dark gray core; eroded
interior surface. Flat base. Horizontal striations on exterior.

1

3

2

4

Figure 4. Unburnished Lime-Gritted
fabric: cup/saucer 1; deep bowl 2;
ladle(?) 3; vessel 4. Scale 1:3. Drawings
J. Pfaff (1, 3, 4); L. Pinch and J. Pfaff (2)
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5

11

6

1:5

7

9

8
Figure 5. Monochrome Burnished
Lime-Gritted fabric: cup 5; deep
bowls 6–8; bowl 9. Scale 1:3 unless
otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff;
photo J. C. Wright

Lime-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
5

Cup

Fig. 5

6

Bowl, deep

Fig. 5

7

Bowl, deep

Fig. 5

8

Bowl, deep

Fig. 5

9

Bowl

Fig. 5

633-2-1. NVAP EU 4, SU 633.
Complete profile. H. 3.5; Diam. rim 4.5; Th. body wall 0.3 cm.
Burnished variegated light to black exterior; burnished uniformly light interior
and core. Rounded footless base.
78-2-3. Blegen trench A XVI; lot 547.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 37; max. W. relief bump 1.5 cm.
Burnished variegated red to dark brown exterior and interior; light gray core.
Pellet rim with horizontal oval relief bumps starting 0.5 cm below rim connected
by V-shaped ridge.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 271, 278, pl. 68:3 (P 1374, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004,
pp. 41, 151, 183, fig. 9:2–4 (late EN).
46-2-39. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Rim through lower body fragment with handle. Max. p.H. 19.5; est. Diam.
rim 22 cm.
Burnished variegated light to black exterior, interior, and core. Vertical lug
handle with horizontal perforation starting 7 cm below rim.
46-2-40. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 10.5; est. Diam. rim 25 cm.
Burnished uniformly dark reddish brown exterior, interior, and core. Burnished
with broad horizontal strokes. Horizontal lug handle with diagonal perforation
starting 3 cm below rim.
46-2-34. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 18, perforation 0.5 cm.
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10

11

12
13
Burnished variegated light to gray exterior, uniformly light interior; dark gray
core. Biconical drill hole starting 2.5 cm below rim.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:12, 13 (P 1385, Slightly Gritted), 14.
10

Basin

Fig. 6

11

Jar

Fig. 6

12

Jar

Fig. 6

13

Closed vessel, carinated

Fig. 6

Figure 6. Monochrome Burnished
Lime-Gritted fabric: basin 10; jars
11, 12; closed vessel 13. Scale 1:3.
Drawings J. Pfaff; photos J. C. Wright

36-2-1. UCB area 1, layer 2; lot 12.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 7; max. p.W. relief bump 3 cm.
Burnished variegated red to black exterior, interior, and core. Flattened rim,
horizontal oval relief bump starting 1 cm below rim, horizontal ridge starting
3.6 cm below rim.
46-2-37. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 9; est. Diam. rim 45; max. W.
relief bump 2.8 cm.
Burnished exterior only. Variegated red to black exterior, interior, and core.
Short collar, ledge below interior rim. Row of two evenly spaced horizontal oval
relief bumps on collar exterior below rim. Fingerprint on rim interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 266, 275, pl. 64:18.
45-2-1. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 14.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4; est. Diam. rim 23 cm.
Burnished interior only. Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core.
Raised band, triangular in profile, starting 1 cm below rim and thickening at one end.
46-2-35. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Body fragment. Max. p.H. 6.5; max. p.Diam. body 19; max. W. relief bump
1.8 cm.
Burnished exterior only. Variegated reddish brown to black exterior, interior,
and core. Row of three evenly spaced horizontal oval relief bumps on exterior at
carination.
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13

s o lid

solid

15

solid

14

16

Figure 7. Monochrome Painted
Lime-Gritted fabric: deep bowl
14; ladle(?) 15; open vessels 16,
17. Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff (15, 16);
L. Pinch and J. Pfaff (14, 17)

17

Lime-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
14

Bowl, deep

Fig. 7

15

Ladle(?)

Fig. 7

16

Open vessel

Fig. 7

17

Open vessel

Fig. 7

18

Open vessel

Fig. 8

19

Open vessel

Fig. 8

30-2-3. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 20.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 9; est. Diam. rim 24; max W.
relief bump 1.7 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Burnished red paint
exterior and interior. Evenly spaced relief bumps on raised band at rim exterior.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 151, 183, fig. 9:2–4 (late EN).
29-2-12. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Handle fragment. Max. p.L. 4.2; max. Diam. handle 2 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; gray core. Round in section, roughly finished rounded
end. Burnished red paint exterior.
37-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 1.5; est. Diam. base 8 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Low ring base. Burnished
red paint exterior, underside, and interior. Curving cutout hole beginning 0.5 cm
above base.
79-2-1. Blegen Aloni XVIa.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 6.2 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Burnished light brown
paint exterior and interior. Horizontal oval relief bump.
83-2-5. Blegen trench W XXI; lot 5420.
Nonjoining body fragments. Max. p.dim. 17; max. W. relief bump 3.5 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; gray core. Burnished red paint exterior.
Traces of burnished red paint interior. Pairs of horizontal and vertical oval relief
bumps.
28-2-2. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragment with lug handle. Max. p.dim. 6.7; max. W. lug 4.2; Diam.
perforation 0.8 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; dark gray core. Horizontal oval lug with
vertical perforation. Burnished red paint exterior and interior.
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s olid

solid

20
19

1:4

so l i d

18
21
20

Jar

22
Fig. 8

84-2-1. Blegen Aloni VIII.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 2; est. Diam. rim 12 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Offset rim with uneven groove
below rim on exterior. Burnished red paint exterior and interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 264, pl. 64:26 (P 1377, Lime-Gritted), fig. 5:i, j; Phelps
2004, pp. 36, 150, 177, fig. 3:3, 6, 15 (late EN).
21

Jar

Fig. 8

22

Jug/jar?

Fig. 8

Jug or spouted bowl

Fig. 9

Figure 8. Monochrome Painted
Lime-Gritted fabric: open vessels
18, 19; jars 20, 21; jug/jar(?) 22.

Scale 1:3 unless otherwise indicated. Drawings
J. Pfaff; photo T. Dabney

36-2-5. UCB area 1, layer 2; lot 12.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4; est. Diam. rim 22; max. W. relief bump 1.7 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Flat top rim with three
evenly spaced relief bumps at exterior rim. Burnished red paint exterior and interior.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 151, 183, fig. 9:2–4 (late EN).

23

28-2-5. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Handle fragment, perhaps flattening to rim. Max. p.H. 6.3; Diam. 1.5 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; gray core. Burnished red paint exterior.

34-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 18.
Spout rim, trough, and beginning of strut fragment. Max. p.L. 4.5; H. trough
1.7; Diam. strut 1.4 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; gray core. Horizontal spout, vertical
strut attached directly below spout lip on underside. Burnished red paint exterior
and interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 265–266, pl. 64:16 (P 1380), 17 (P 1387), 19 (P 1381),
20 (P 1382, all Sandy-Gritted), 25 (P 1399, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004, pp. 35,
151, 182, fig. 8:3, 5, 8; cf. 67.
24 Vessel

Fig. 9

28-2-10. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragments. Max. p.dim. 6.4 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, uniformly black interior; gray core. Lug or relief
bump fragment with cone-shaped anchor inserted into body. Burnished red paint
exterior, eroded interior surface.
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24
Figure 9. Monochrome Painted
Lime-Gritted fabric: jug or
spouted bowl 23; vessel 24. Scale 1:3.
Drawing J. Pfaff; photo J. C. Wright
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25

15

27

Figure 10. Pattern-Painted
Lime-Gritted fabric: deep
bowls 25, 26; bowl 27. Scale 1:3

1:4

unless otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff

26
Lime-Gr it t ed, Pat t er n Paint ed
25

Bowl, deep

Fig. 10

26

Bowl, deep

Fig. 10

27

Bowl

Fig. 10

28

Bowl

Fig. 11

29

Bowl

Fig. 11

630-2-1. NVAP EU 4, SU 639 E686.9–687.9 N335.7–336.7.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 14 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and interior, dark gray core. Burnished red
paint. Pendant triangles at rim exterior.

P 90. UCB 1974 deposit DDD 22:1.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 13.5; est. Diam. rim 15; est.
max. p.Diam. body 25 cm.
Burnished variegated light to dark exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red
to brown paint. Pendant triangle at rim above four parallel zigzag lines on exterior.
Miller 1975, p. 152, pl. 35:c.
29-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 20 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and interior; gray core. Burnished light
red paint. Two parallel zigzag lines immediately below rim on exterior, solidly
painted interior.
35-2-6. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 7.5; est. Diam. rim 24 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red paint.
Pendant triangle at rim above four parallel zigzag lines on exterior, solidly painted
interior.
633-2-5. NVAP EU 4, SU 633.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 8.8; est. Diam. rim 18 cm.
Burnished gray exterior and core (overfired). Burnished brown paint. Pendant
triangles at rim exterior above six parallel zigzag lines above two parallel zigzag
lines, solidly painted interior. Possible fugitive white paint along outer edges of
triangles and zigzag lines.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 271, 277–278, pl. 66:33–37, 43, 44 (P 1346, P 1348,
P 1351, P 1352, P 1345, P 1359, P 1354; all Lime-Gritted); note that pl. 66:37,
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30
28
29

31

32

34

1:5

33

35

36

43 no longer show evidence of white paint; Phelps 2004, pp. 40, 151, 184, 240,
figs. 10:27 and 66:19 (possibly late EN); Vitelli (Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9) dates these
to the Middle Neolithic period.
Possibly MN Polychrome Pattern Painted.
30

Bowl/jar

Fig. 11

31

Bowl/jar

Fig. 11

32

Bowl/jar

Fig. 11

33

Bowl/jar

Fig. 11

33-2-1. UCB trench 82-6 15–20, pass 6; lot 626.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 13 cm.
Burnished variegated light exterior, variegated light to black interior and core.
Burnished red to brown paint. Six parallel zigzags on exterior immediately below
rim. Eroded interior surface.
28-2-1. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4; est. Diam. rim 14 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, uniformly dark interior and core. Burnished
red paint. Five parallel zigzag lines immediately below rim on exterior.
35-2-4. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 3; est. Diam. rim 28 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and interior; uniformly dark gray core.
Uneven rim. Burnished red paint. Pendant triangles at rim exterior.
35-2-5. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5.5; est. Diam. rim 16 cm.
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Figure 11. Pattern-Painted LimeGritted fabric: bowls 28, 29; bowls/
jars 30–33; jar 34; jar/jug 35; vessel
36. Scale 1:3 unless otherwise indicated.

Drawings J. Pfaff (28, 29, 31–36); L. Pinch
and J. Pfaff (30)
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Burnished uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core (overfired); eroded
interior surface. Burnished red paint. Five parallel zigzag lines immediately below
rim on exterior.
34

Jar

Fig. 11

35

Jar/jug

Fig. 11

36 Vessel

Fig. 11

P 91. UCB 1974 deposit DDD 22:1.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 10; est. max. p.Diam. body 17 cm.
Burnished variegated light to black exterior, unburnished uniformly light
interior; gray core. Rounded footless base. Burnished red paint. Three parallel
zigzag lines on exterior.
Miller 1975, p. 152, pl. 35:f.
35-2-3. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Neck through upper body fragment. Max. p.dim. 7.4 cm.
Burnished variegated light to dark exterior and interior; light gray core. Burnished red paint. Pendant triangle above three parallel zigzag lines at shoulder on
exterior, splashes on interior.

35-2-1. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 9.7; max. p.Diam. body 29; max W. relief bump
5.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior; light gray core; eroded interior surface.
Burnished red paint. Triangle on exterior extending onto bump. Horizontal oval
relief bump.

Sl ig ht ly Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
37

Cup

Fig. 12

38

Cup

Fig. 12

P 79. UCB 1974 deposit DDD 22:1.
Complete profile. H 7.3; Diam. rim 10.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly light at rim to dark gray at base exterior and interior.
Slight carination at 2 cm below rim. Rounded footless base.
Miller 1975, p. 152, pl. 35:d.
29-2-15. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Nonjoining rim through lower body fragments. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim
12.5; max. W. relief bump 1 cm.
Burnished uniformly black exterior, interior, and core. Slight carination at 2.5 cm
below rim. Horizontal oval relief bump starting at 2.5 cm below rim on carination.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 277, pl. 66:15 (P 1396, Sandy-Gritted); Phelps 2004,
pp. 41, 175, fig. 1:7.

Figure 12. Monochrome Burnished
Slightly Gritted fabric: cups 37, 38.
Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff

37
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39

Bowl, shallow

Fig. 13

40

Bowl, carinated shallow

Fig. 13

41

Bowl, deep

Fig. 13

42

Bowl, deep

Fig. 13

43

Bowl, deep

Fig. 13

44

Bowl, deep

Fig. 13

45

Bowl

Fig. 13

46

Bowl

Fig. 13

47

Bowl

Fig. 13

29-2-36. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5.8; est. Diam. rim 17; max. Diam. relief bump 0.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly black exterior, interior, and core. Circular relief bump
starting 2 cm below rim.
29-2-40. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5.5; est. Diam. rim 14; max. W. relief bump 1.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly black exterior, interior, and core. Horizontal oval relief
bump starting 3.2 cm below rim and 1 cm above carination.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 150, 151, 177, 184, figs. 3:16, 10:16.
33-2-2. UCB trench 82-6 15–20, pass 6.
Rim fragment. Original surface eroded. Max. p.H. 5.5; est. Diam. rim 25;
est. H. lug 5 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Vertical oval lug attachment scar with horizontal perforation starting 1.4 cm below rim.
35-2-14. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 13.6; Diam. rim 19 cm.
Burnished variegated light at rim to dark gray on lower body exterior; uniformly light interior.

28-2-14. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 8.2; est. Diam. rim 23; max.
Diam. relief bump 1.6 cm.
Burnished variegated light at rim to black on lower body exterior and interior.
Horizontal oval relief bump starting 2.5 cm below rim.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 150, 151, 177, 184, figs. 3:16, 10:16.
29-2-43. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5.5; est. Diam. rim 25; max. W. relief bump 2.5 cm.
Burnished variegated light to dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Horizontal
oval relief bump starting 2 cm below rim.
28-2-17. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Base fragment. Max. p.H. 2; Diam. base 4.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly black exterior, underside, interior, and core. Low ring base.

28-2-12. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Lower body through base fragment. Original surface eroded. Max. p.H. 3.4;
Diam. base 7 cm.
Uniformly black exterior, underside, interior, and core. High ring base.
37-2-7. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Body fragment with lug handle. Max. p.H. 3; max. p.Diam. body 7 cm.
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39

19

41

40

1:5

42

43

47

45

44

48

Figure 13. Monochrome Burnished
Slightly Gritted fabric: shallow bowls
39, 40; deep bowls 41–44; bowls
45–48; bowl(?) 49; jar 50. Scale 1:3
unless otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff
(39, 40, 42–50); L. Pinch and J. Pfaff (41)

49

46

50

Burnished uniformly black exterior, interior, and core. Horizontal oval lug
with vertical perforation, smoothed attachment scar underneath lug, fingerprint
impression on interior behind lug.
48

Bowl

Fig. 13

49

Bowl?

Fig. 13

50

Jar

Fig. 13

28-2-23. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragment with lug handle. Max. p.dim. 7.1 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Oval lug with perforation (orientation uncertain).

28-2-19. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 6.4; est. Diam. rim 19; Diam. perforation 0.4 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior; burnished variegated light to dark gray
interior. Circular biconical drill hole starting 1.9 cm below rim.
29-2-39. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4.5; est. Diam. rim 9 cm.
Variegated brown to black exterior, interior, and core; burnished on exterior
and rim interior. Short collar.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 266, 274, no. N19, fig. 5, pl. 67:1 (P 931, Lime-Gritted),
p. 276, pl. 64:32 (P 1378, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004, pp. 34, 150, 179, fig. 5:2
(late EN).
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52

53

51

so l i d

so l i d
so l i d

1:4

55

56
Figure 14. Monochrome Painted
Slightly Gritted fabric: shallow bowls
51–53; deep bowls 54–56. Scale 1:3

54

unless otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff
(51, 52, 54–56); L. Pinch and J. Pfaff (53)

Sl ig ht ly Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
51

Bowl, shallow

Fig. 14

52

Bowl, shallow

Fig. 14

53

Bowl, moderately shallow

Fig. 14

54

Bowl, deep

Fig. 14

34-2-7. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 18.
Complete profile. H. 7.5; Diam. rim 16.5, base 9; max. Diam. relief bump 1 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Low ring base. Burnished
variegated black to brown paint exterior; burnished black paint interior. Two flat
circular relief bumps at 25% intervals starting 3.5 cm below rim at beginning of
curve inward to base.
29-2-37. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5.5; est. Diam. rim 17; max. Diam. relief bump 0.6 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Burnished black paint exterior
and interior. Circular relief bump starting 1.6 cm below rim.
30-2-2. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 20.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 3.7; est. Diam. rim 17 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Burnished black paint exterior
and interior. Four fanning diagonal relief ridges starting just below offset rim.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 267, 276, pl. 65:5; Phelps 2004, pp. 42, 149–150, 176–177,
figs. 2:7, 3:2–6; Lerna V, pp. 200–201, fig. 8:a, b.
34-2-8. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 18.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 14.4; Diam. rim 21; max. H.
relief bump 2.1 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Burnished uniformly black
paint exterior and interior. Two vertical oval relief bumps at 20% intervals starting
1.5 cm below rim.
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soli d

Figure 15. Monochrome
Painted Slightly Gritted fabric: deep bowl 57; bowl 58.

1:3

57

Scale as indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff

1:4

58

55

Bowl, deep

Fig. 14

56

Bowl, deep

Fig. 14

57

Bowl, deep

Fig. 15

58

Bowl

Fig. 15

29-2-16. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4.8; est. Diam. rim 22; Diam. relief bump 0.8 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Burnished black paint exterior
and interior. Circular relief bump starting at 2.5 cm below rim.
29-2-18. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 6.5; est. Diam. rim 24; max. W. relief bump 1 cm.
Uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Burnished black paint exterior
and interior. Horizontal oval relief bump starting 1.6 cm below rim.
29-2-28. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 6.5; est. Diam. rim 29; max. p.L. relief bump 4.8 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Slightly offset rim. Burnished
red paint exterior and interior. Diagonal raised cordon starting less than 3 cm
below rim.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 42, 149, 176, fig. 2:8 (late EN).
29-2-52. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 11.4; Diam. base 9 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, dark gray interior; light gray core. Low ring base.
Burnished red paint exterior and underside; burnished black paint interior.

59

Sl ig ht ly Gr it t ed, Pat t er n Paint ed
Bowl, deep

Fig. 16

60

Bowl, deep

Fig. 16

35-2-12. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 12; est. Diam. rim 25; max W.
relief bump 3.4 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and rim interior; uniformly gray body interior and
core. Burnished red paint. Pendant triangle at rim above nine parallel zigzag lines
on exterior. Horizontal oval relief bump starting 7.9 cm below rim.

60
Figure 16. Pattern-Painted Slightly
Gritted fabric: deep bowls 59, 60.
Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff

59

28-2-24. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragment. Max. p.H. 8; max. p.Diam. body 24 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; uniformly gray interior and core. Burnished red
paint. Triangle and four horizontal lines on exterior.
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Sandy-Gr it t ed, Unb ur nished
61

Bowl, deep

Fig. 17

29-2-53. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Complete profile. H. 30.7; Diam. rim 27 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; uniformly dark gray interior and core. Pointed
footless base.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 274, no. N13 (P 925), pl. 60:N13; Phelps 2004, pp. 151,
182, fig. 8:25.

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
62

Bowl, moderately shallow

Fig. 18

P 80. UCB 1974 deposit DDD 22:1.
Complete profile. H. 9.5; Diam. rim 15.5; max. W. handle 3; Diam. perforation 0.6 cm.
Burnished uniformly dark gray at rim to light gray at base exterior, interior,
and core. Slight carination at 4.5 cm below rim, three horizontal oval lug handles
with vertical perforations at 25% intervals at carination, smooth handle attachment
scar. Rounded footless base.
Miller 1975, p. 152, pl. 35:e; cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 38, 151, 183, fig. 9:31 (late EN).
63

Bowl, deep

Fig. 18

64

Bowl

Fig. 18

Bowl

Fig. 18

66

Bowl

Fig. 18

67

Jug

Fig. 18

34-2-6. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 18.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 13; est. Diam. rim 23; max.
Diam. relief bump 1.2 cm.
Burnished uniformly dark gray exterior, interior, and core. Circular relief bump
starting 2.2 cm below rim.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 150, 151, 177, 184, figs. 3:16, 10:16.
80-2-1. Blegen Aloni XVII.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 2; Diam. base 4.3 cm.
Burnished uniformly dark gray exterior and interior; light gray core. Low
ring base.
65

77-2-2. Blegen W XX.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 2; Diam. base 6 cm.
Burnished uniformly dark gray exterior and interior. Flat base with slight offset.

29-2-48. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 2.4; est. Diam. rim 21 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core; burnished interior only. Slightly
flaring rim.

601-2-1. NVAP EU 4, SU 601.
Spout rim, trough, and beginning of strut fragment. Max. p.L. 7; H. trough 2;
Diam. strut 1.6 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and interior. Horizontal spout, vertical
strut attached 1.5 cm from spout lip on underside.
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Figure 17. Unburnished Sandy-Gritted
deep bowl 61. Scale 1:5. Drawing J. Pfaff
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62

23

64

63

65

68

66

Figure 18. Monochrome Burnished
Sandy-Gritted fabric: shallow
bowl 62; deep bowl 63; bowls
64–66; jug 67; stand(?) 68. Scale 1:3

unless otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff
(62, 63, 65–68); L. Pinch and J. Pfaff (64)

67
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 265–266, pl. 64:16 (P 1380), 17 (P 1387), 19 (P 1381),
20 (P 1382, all Sandy-Gritted), 25 (P 1399, Lime-Gritted); cf. also 23.
68

Stand?

Fig. 18

29-2-54. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Leg fragment. Max. p.H. 4.3; max. p.Diam. 3 cm.
Burnished variegated light to dark exterior and core. Ovoid in section.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 36, 164, 182, 242, figs. 8:10, 68:3, 9, 11.

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
69

Bowl, moderately shallow

Fig. 19

70

Bowl

Fig. 19

71

Jug/jar

Fig. 19

36-2-7. UCB area 1, layer 2; lot 12.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 10.7; Diam. rim 23; max W.
relief bump 1.2 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red paint on exterior
and interior. Two circular relief bumps at intervals of 25% starting 6.1 cm below
rim at slight carination at beginning of curve inward to base.
31-2-2. UCB trench 82-6 16–20, pass 6.
Rim, lower body, and base fragments. Max. p.H. 14; est. Diam. rim 21, base
5.6; max. W. relief bump 1.7 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Low ring base. Burnished uniformly
red paint exterior, underside, and interior. Pair of horizontal oval relief bumps
starting 2.5 cm below rim.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 41, 150, 151, 177, 184, figs. 3:16, 10:16.
36-2-6. UCB area 1, layer 2; lot 12.
Rim through upper body fragment with handle. Max. p.H. 4.5; est. Diam.
rim 5.5 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Flaring rim, ovoid handle attached
at rim and shoulder. Burnished red paint exterior and neck interior.
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1:4

69
s o lid

1:4

70

72

71

72 Vessel

Fig. 19

36-2-8. UCB area 1, layer 2; lot 12.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 2.5; est. Diam. base 8 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Flat base. Burnished red
paint exterior and underside, eroded interior surface.

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Pat t er n Paint ed
73

Bowl, oval carinated

Fig. 20

74

Jar, hole-mouthed

Fig. 20

75

Jar/jug

Fig. 20

76

Jug

Fig. 20

28-2-26. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Upper body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 8.8; max. Diam. base 7.8 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Low oval ring base. Interior tondo
heavily worn. Burnished red paint. Row of triangles above carination and band at
base on exterior, solidly painted interior.
29-2-32. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 7; est. Diam. rim 23; max. W. relief bump 1.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and rim interior, unburnished uniformly
light gray interior below rim. Burnished red paint. Band on rim exterior above seven
parallel zigzag lines. Pair of horizontal oval relief bumps starting 1 cm below rim.
30-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 20.
Possible rim fragment with handle. Max. p.L. handle 4.8; max. Diam. handle
3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; gray core. Ovoid handle, possibly attached
at rim. Burnished red paint. Horizontal lines on handle, traces of paint on interior.
29-2-33. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Shoulder through upper body fragment. Max. p.dim. 8.2 cm.
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Figure 19. Monochrome Painted
Sandy-Gritted fabric: shallow bowl
69; bowl 70; jug/jar 71; vessel 72.

Scale 1:3 unless otherwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff
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1:4

74

1:4

75

73

76
Figure 20. Pattern-Painted SandyGritted fabric: oval carinated bowl
73; hole-mouthed jar 74; jar/jug
75; jug 76; askoid vessel 77. Scale 1:3

unless otherwise indicated. Drawings L. Pinch
and J. Pfaff (73–75); J. Pfaff (76, 77)

1:5

77
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Unburnished rough interior with
visible fingerprints. Burnished red paint. Vertical line above diagonal lines painted
over horizontal bands on exterior.
77

Askoid vessel

Fig. 20

37-2-3. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Nonjoining body fragments. Max p.H. 17.5 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red paint. Parallel
diagonal lines enclosed in frame on exterior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 265, 273, no. N8, pl. 63.

Pebbl e Temp er ed
78

Bowl

Fig. 21

37-2-15. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Lower body through base fragment. Max. p.H. 10.5; max. p.Diam. body 26 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior and core; dense pebble-tempered light
gray interior. Flat base.
Cf. Lerna V, pp. 87–88.

Figure 21. Pebble-tempered bowl 78.
Scale 1:4. Drawing J. Pfaff
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s o li d

Figure 22. Monochrome Painted
Lime-Gritted open vessels 79, 80.

80

79

Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff

M I D D LE N E O LI T H I C C ER A M I C S
Lime-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
79

Open vessel

Fig. 22

80

Open vessel

Fig. 22

75-2-2. Blegen W XVIII.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 7.7; max. p.Diam. body 29 cm.
Variegated light exterior and interior; dark gray core. Perforated lug attachment
scar with roughened surface. Traces of burnished red paint on exterior and interior.
34-2-5. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 18.
Leg fragment. Max p.H. 6.7; Diam. leg 2.9 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Ovoid leg. Burnished
red paint interior, traces of red paint exterior.
Cf. Phelps 2004, pp. 36, 164, 182, 242, figs. 8:10, 68:3, 9, 11.

Lime-Gr it t ed, Pat t er n Paint ed
81

Stand

Fig. 23

82

Stand(?)

Fig. 23

34-2-2. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 18.
Nonjoining rim through upper body fragments. Max. p.H. 4.8; est. Diam.
rim 14 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and underside; uniformly black interior,
black core. Shallow upper bowl. Burnished red paint. Pendant triangles at rim
exterior. Angular cutout hole on foot.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:24 (P 1379, Sandy-Gritted); Phelps 2004,
pp. 60, 152, 154, 186, 196, figs. 12:5, 9, 22:29–31 (late MN).
35-2-15. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Leg fragment. Max p.H. 3.6; Diam. leg 1.5 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior; dark gray core. Round leg. Traces of brown
paint on exterior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:33 (P 1371, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004, pp. 36,
164, 182, 242, figs. 8:10, 68:3, 9, 11.

81

82
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Figure 23. Pattern-Painted LimeGritted fabric: stand 81; possible
stand 82. Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff
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83

84

Figure 24. Polychrome PatternPainted Lime-Gritted fabric: jar/jug
83; closed vessel 84; house model(?)
85. Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff

27

85

Lime-Gr it t ed, Polyc hr ome Pat t er n Paint ed
83

Jar/jug

Fig. 24

84

Closed vessel

Fig. 24

85

House model(?)

Fig. 24

35-2-2. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 15.
Body fragment with handle. Max. p.H. 6.3; Diam. handle 2 cm.
Uniformly red exterior and interior; gray core. Round handle. Burnished red
on thick white paint on exterior, unburnished interior. Crosshatched triangles.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 277–278, pl. 66:14 (P 1367), 17 (P 1363), 18 (P 1366),
40 (P 1344, all Lime-Gritted); Lavezzi 1978, p. 435, no. 7; Franchthi 8, p. 120;
Phelps 2004, p. 39 (late EN); Lerna V, pp. 26, 198–199, fig. 7:l.
28-2-9. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 3.4 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Burnished red on thick
white paint exterior. Crosshatching. Unburnished, uneven interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, pp. 277–278, pl. 66:14 (P 1367), 17 (P 1363), 18 (P 1366), 40
(P 1344, all Lime-Gritted); Franchthi 8, p. 120; Lerna V, pp. 26, 198–199, fig. 7:l.
396-2-1. NVAP EU 2, SU 396 E717 N414.
Base fragment. Underside eroded. Max. p.H. 1.6; max. p.L. 6.9; max. p.W. 5.6 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, underside, and interior; gray core. Burnished
red-on-white paint exterior. Row of two triangles at base.

Sl ig ht ly Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
86

Bowl, deep

Fig. 25

29-2-20. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 4.5; est. Diam. rim 20 cm.
Burnished uniformly black exterior, interior, and core. Smooth attachment
scar for vertical tubular lug with vertical perforation starting 1.2 cm below rim.

86

Sl ig ht ly Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
87

solid

87
Figure 25. Monochrome Burnished
Slightly Gritted deep bowl 86, and
Monochrome Painted Slightly Gritted bowl 87. Scale 1:3. Drawings J. Pfaff

Bowl

Fig. 25

29-2-24. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Body fragment with lug handle. Max. p.H. 4.9; H. lug 3.4 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Tubular lug with perforation
(orientation uncertain). Burnished black paint exterior and interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:3 (P 1402, Slightly Gritted); Phelps 2004,
pp. 38, 149, 176, fig. 2:14 (late EN); Lerna V, pp. 85, 200–201, fig. 8:j.
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Figure 26 (left). Monochrome Bur
nished Sandy-Gritted bowl(?) 88.
Scale 1:3. Photo J. C. Wright

88

Figure 27 (right). Monochrome
Painted Sandy-Gritted stand(?) 89.

89

Scale 1:3. Drawing J. Pfaff

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
88

Bowl(?)

Fig. 26

40-2-2. UCB area 1, layer 1; lot 11.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 9.5; Th. body wall 0.7 cm.
Light exterior with dark gray firing circle; uniformly dark gray interior.

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
89

Stand(?)

Fig. 27

37-2-5. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Leg fragment. Max p.H. 5.5; Diam. leg 3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; gray core. Leg oval in section. Traces of red paint.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:33 (P 1371, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004, pp. 36,
164, 182, 242, figs. 8:10, 68:3, 9, 11.

Nemea Red, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
90

Jug(?)

Fig. 28

42-2-2. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 4.
Neck through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 4; max. Diam. neck 4.6 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. High, narrow neck.

Nemea Red, Mono c hr ome Paint ed

90
Figure 28. Monochrome Burnished
Nemea Red jug(?) 90. Scale 1:3.
Drawing J. Pfaff

91

Cup

Fig. 29

92

Bowl, shallow

Fig. 29

38-2-2. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 24.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 4.4; est. Diam. rim 6; max. Th. body wall 0.3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red paint exterior and
interior.

80-2-2. Blegen Aloni XVII.
Complete profile. H. 8.4; Diam. rim 16.2, base 8; max. Diam. relief bump 1;
max. Th. body wall 0.3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Low ring base. Burnished red paint
exterior, underside, and interior. Two circular relief bumps at 25% intervals starting
4.4 cm below rim under beginning of curve inward to base.
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solid

91

93

92

Figure 29. Monochrome Painted
Nemea Red fabric: cup 91; shallow bowl 92; bowl 93. Scale 1:3.
Drawings J. Pfaff

93

Bowl

Fig. 29

38-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 24.
Lower body though base fragment. Max. p.H. 3.4; Diam. base 10; max. Th.
body wall 0.3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior; light gray core. Raised, nearly flat base.
Burnished red to black paint exterior, underside, and interior.

Mono c hr ome Paint ed Ur f ir nis
94

Bowl, deep

Fig. 30

95

Jar

Fig. 30

44-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 5.
Rim fragment. Max p.H. 11.5; est. Diam. rim 16.5; max. Th. body wall 0.4 cm.
Uniformly red exterior, interior, and core. Slightly flaring rim. Burnished black
paint with crazing and lime spalls on exterior and streaky on interior.
Cf. Theocharis 1973, pl. 41 opp. p. 92 (from Sesklo); Lerna V, pp. 262–263,
fig. 39:f–h.
41-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 3.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 7; est. Diam. rim 20 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and interior. Burnished uniformly black paint with
crazing exterior, streaky reddish brown paint interior. Regularly spaced, slightly
diagonal incised lines (ca. 1 cm long) on exterior rim.

so l i d

Figure 30. Monochrome Painted
Urfirnis deep bowl 94 and jar 95.

1:3

1:4

94

Scale as indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff.

95

Pat t er n-Paint ed Ur f ir nis
96

Bowl

44-2-2. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 5.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 10.3; max. p.Diam. body 32 cm.
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1:2

97

96

98

Figure 31. Pattern-Painted Urfirnis:
bowl 96; open vessels 97, 98; askoid
vessel 99. Scale 1:3 unless otherwise indi-

1:5

99

cated. Drawings J. Pfaff

Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished red paint on exterior,
burnished brown paint on interior. Solidly painted exterior, parallel lines and
crosshatching on interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 277, pl. 66:16 (P 1373), 24 (P 1353), both Urfirnis; Cherry
et al. 1988, pp. 166–168, fig. 8:p (NVAP survey site 702).
97

Open vessel

Fig. 31

98

Open vessel

Fig. 31

99

Askoid vessel

Fig. 31

343-2-1. NVAP EU 2, SU 343 E714 N412.
Body fragment. Max. p.H. 2.4; est. max. p.Diam. body 22; max. Th. body wall
0.6 cm.
Uniformly red exterior, interior, and core. Burnished black paint with crazing
on interior. Nine diagonal lines with crosshatching beside one thick diagonal band
on exterior, solidly painted interior.
29-2-3. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Body fragment. Max. p.dim. 6.2 cm.
Unburnished, uneven variegated brown exterior, uniformly light interior, light
gray core. Unburnished brown paint. Horizontal lines on interior.
84-2-5. Blegen Aloni VIII; lot 5414.
Nonjoining body fragments. Max. p.H. 24; max. p.Diam. body 33 cm.
Uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Burnished brown paint. Diagonal
stripes enclosed in frame on exterior. Unburnished interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 273, pl. 63:N8; Phelps 2004, pp. 35, 151, 182, fig. 8:23
(late EN).
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1:4

100

101

102

103

Figure 32. Coarse-ware gouged
bowls 100–103. Scale 1:3 unless oth-

erwise indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff; photo
T. Dabney

Coarse War e
100

Bowl, gouged

Fig. 32

101

Bowl, gouged

Fig. 32

102

Bowl, gouged

Fig. 32

103

Bowl, gouged

Fig. 32

37-2-9. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Rim through upper body fragment. Max. p.H. 12.3; Diam. rim 30.8 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior, variegated light to dark interior and
core. Horizontal and diagonal gouges starting at rim on interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:13 (P 1389), 14 (P 1393), 15 (P 1391), 16
(P 1390); Franchthi 8, pp. 186–187; Phelps 2004, pp. 34–35, 151, 182, fig. 8:24
(late EN); Lerna V, pp. 23, 102, 216–217, fig. 16.
37-2-10. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 8; Diam. rim 26 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior and core, variegated light to black
interior. Horizontal gouges starting at rim on interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:13 (P 1389), 14 (P 1393), 15 (P 1391), 16
(P 1390); Franchthi 8, pp. 186–187; Lerna V, pp. 23, 102, 216–217, fig. 16.

37-2-11. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Rim fragment. Max. p.H. 5; est. Diam. rim 35 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Diagonal gouges
starting at rim on interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:13 (P 1389), 14 (P 1393), 15 (P 1391), 16
(P 1390); Franchthi 8, pp. 186–187; Lerna V, pp. 23, 102, 216–217, fig. 16.
42-2-1. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 4.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 7.9; est. Diam. rim 16 cm.
Unburnished variegated light exterior and interior; dark red to light gray core.
Flat top rim, horizontal gouges starting 4.5 cm below rim on interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:13 (P 1389), 14 (P 1393), 15 (P 1391), 16
(P 1390); Franchthi 8, pp. 186–187; Lerna V, pp. 23, 102, 216–217, fig. 16.
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1:2

1:3

104

105

Figure 33. Monochrome Burnished
Lime-Gritted vessels 104, 105. Scale
as indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff

F I NA L N E O LI T H I C C ER A M I C S
Lime-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome B ur nished
104 Vessel

Fig. 33

105 Vessel

Fig. 33

28-2-7. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Body fragment. Max. p.H. 3.5 cm.
Burnished variegated red to black exterior, uniformly red eroded surface interior; black core. Horizontal raised band with regularly spaced vertical incisions.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 278, pl. 68:4 (P 1376, Lime-Gritted); Phelps 2004, pp. 42,
151, 183, fig. 9:14; Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9 [sic pl. 6:4].
29-2-51. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Handle fragment with attachment scar. Max. p.dim. 9.6 cm.
Burnished uniformly light exterior and core. Triangular handle.

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Mono c hr ome Paint ed
106 Vessel/figurine

Fig. 34

37-2-4. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Leg or possible handle fragment. Max p.H. 9; max. Diam. 2.1 cm.
Uniformly light exterior and core. Stand foot, dipper handle, or figurine leg.
Traces of red paint.

106
Figure 34. Monochrome Painted
Sandy-Gritted vessel/figurine 106.
Scale 1:3. Drawing A. Vuk and J. Pfaff

Sandy-Gr it t ed, Pat t er n Paint ed
107 Vessel

Fig. 35

47-2-10. UCB 1975 EEE 22.
Handle fragment. Max. p.L. 8; Diam 2.3 cm.
Uniformly light exterior; light gray core. Round in section, two struts. Traces
of red paint. Possible curvilinear pattern. Diagonal incised lines on top.

Coarse War e
108

Bowl, conical

107
Fig. 36

28-2-32. UCB area 1, layer 3; lot 13.
Rim through lower body fragment. Max. p.H. 10; est. Diam. rim 8.8 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior, interior, and core. Visible fingerprint
on exterior, rough interior.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:26–29.
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1:4

108

109

Figure 36. Coarse-ware conical
bowls 108, 109, and closed vessel
110. Scale 1:3 unless otherwise indicated.

109

Drawings J. Pfaff; photo J. C. Wright

110

110

Bowl, conical

Fig. 36

Closed vessel

Fig. 36

37-2-16. UCB area 3, layer 1; lot 17.
Base fragment. Max. p.H. 8.8; max. p.Diam. body 9.5 cm.
Unburnished uniformly light exterior and core.

46-2-38. UCB DDD 22 plow zone.
Body fragment with handle. Max. p.H. 9.9; Th. body wall 1.2 cm.
Burnished exterior only. Variegated red to black exterior and core, uniformly
red interior. Vertical strap handle. Two diagonal ridges descend from handle.

S TO N E O B J E C T S
111

Pendant

Fig. 37

112

Bead

Fig. 37

113

Bead

Fig. 37

BI 4. UCB area 1, layer 3.
Complete profile. H. 0.97; Diam. apex 0.5, base 3, perforation 0.16 cm.
Mottled dark gray to black serpentine. Circular concave conical disk with
chamfered edge (Beck type I.A.3.c). Unfinished perforation at apex. Two biconical
perforations (Beck type I) halfway between apex and edge.
Cf. Blegen 1975, p. 272, no. 4, pl. 69:4. Cf. Lerna VII, pp. 211–213.
ST 36. UCB area 1.
Complete except chipped edge. H. 0.43; Diam. 0.79, perforation 0.19 cm.
Green serpentine. Circular short barrel (Beck type I.B.1.b). Single perforation
drilled from both ends (Beck type II).
Miller 1975, p. 152, pl. 35:g. Cf. Lerna VII, p. 214, nos. 150, 151, 153.
ST 219. UCB area 3, layer 1.
Intact. H. 0.37; Diam. 0.66, perforation 0.19 cm.
Green serpentine. Circular short barrel (Beck type I.B.1.b). Single perforation
drilled from both ends (Beck type II).
Cf. Lerna VII, p. 214, nos. 150, 151, 153.

Figure 37. Stone objects: pendant
111; stone beads 112, 113. Scale as
indicated. Drawings J. Pfaff

1:2

111
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114

Figure 38. Bone tools 114, 115.

115

Scale 1:1. Photos J. C. Wright

BONE OBJECTS
114 Tool

Fig. 38

115 Tool

Fig. 38

42-1-1. UCB area 3, layer 2; lot 4.
Max. p.L. 3.3; W. 0.6–1.5; D. 0.6–0.9 cm.
Right distal tibia of hare. Ground down during or for use as a tool.
29-1-1. UCB area 3, layer 3; lot 19.
Max. p.L. 6.1; W. 0.5–1.3; D. 0.4–0.8 cm.
Bone. Split lengthwise for use as a tool.

C ER A M I C C H RO N O L O G Y
The homogeneity of the Neolithic pottery from Tsoungiza, even with the
addition of thousands of sherds from the UCB excavations, reinforces Blegen’s
impression of uniformity. But what differences exist that indicate the presence of any period other than Early Neolithic? Vitelli found in her work on
Franchthi and Lerna that the transition from the Early to Middle Neolithic
period in the ceramic record is a gradual one, with many overlapping elements and matters of degree rather than sudden appearance. Lime-gritted
and ungritted fabrics continue into the Middle Neolithic period at both sites,
many bowl shapes are the same in the Early Neolithic and Middle Neolithic
periods, burnishing is standard in both phases, and relief bumps are common.
Middle Neolithic at Franchthi and Lerna is marked in particular by the
gradual development from late Early Neolithic of what Vitelli calls Urfirnis,
a lime-rich, sandy-gritted, hard fabric with spalling, with increasing luster
from burnishing, and a darker thicker paint with more visible brush marks
or crazing. Additionally, although bowls continue to predominate, bases for
these open shapes increase in average height over the Middle Neolithic period,
becoming tall pedestals by the later Middle Neolithic period. Attachment
scars for lugs show smoothed surfaces under lugs in the Early Neolithic and
early Middle Neolithic periods, but Urfirnis attachment scars have roughened
surfaces under handles. Because this change is gradual, and seems to indicate
continuity in production, it renders clear distinctions difficult. At Tsoungiza,
where stylistic distinctions are the only clues as to time span, perhaps the
impression itself of transitional pieces between softer, monochrome, slightly
gritted EN sherds and harder, spalled, more sandy-gritted MN sherds re
inforces the notion that here too there was a period of gradual change spanning
the later Early Neolithic and early Middle Neolithic periods.
Clear indications of MN activity on Tsoungiza are the following:
1. The presence of Urfirnis vessels, recognized by their black paint
with crazing, popped lime inclusions, or a streaky appearance
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

36. The presence of MN Urfirnis
from Blegen’s excavations on Tsoungiza had been mentioned but not
documented (Blegen 1975, p. 259,
n. 8). During the restudy of the finds
from Blegen’s excavation in the Nemea
Archaeological Museum, Dabney
identified pieces P 1373 (Blegen 1975,
p. 277, pl. 66:16) and P 1353 (Blegen
1975, p. 277, pl. 66:24) as Urfirnis.
37. Lerna V, p. 131.
38. Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9.
39. Lerna V, p. 26; Franchthi 8,
p. 120.
40. K. D. Vitelli (pers. comm.).
41. Lerna V, p. 23.
42. NVAP I, pp. 17–35.
43. Blegen 1975, p. 278, pl. 68:4
[P 1376]. See also Lerna V, p. 81, n. 9
[sic pl. 6:4]. Other FN features from
the Blegen excavations recognized by
Vitelli include a cup with a rounded
loop handle (Blegen 1975, p. 276,
pl. 64:31 [P 1375]), which is similar
to NVAP I, p. 30, no. 4 (NVAP inv.
no. 894-2-1); large coarse cylindrical
objects (Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:30
[P 1483], 31 [P 1482], 32 [P 1408]);
and a mat impression on a coarse
base (Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:17
[P 1392]).
44. Blegen 1975, p. 279, pl. 68:26,
29 [P 1405], 27 [P 1467], 28 [P 1468].
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(94–99).36 The appearance of Urfirnis marks the beginning of
the Middle Neolithic period at Lerna.37
Polychrome pattern-painted decoration, particularly red paint
on a thick white paint (83–85; Blegen 1975, pp. 277–278,
pl. 66:14 [P 1367], 17 [P 1363], 18 [P 1366], 40 [P 1344]) and
white alongside red (possibly 29 and certainly Blegen 1975,
pp. 277–278, pl. 66:33 [P 1346], 34 [P 1348], 35 [P 1351], 36
[P 1352], 44 [P 1354]38).
The occasional presence of tubular lugs (86 and 87; Blegen
1975, p. 276, pl. 65:7), a feature common in the Middle Neolithic period at Lerna but nonexistent in the Early Neolithic
period at that site.
One example of a firing circle (88), a feature that does not
appear until the Middle Neolithic period at Franchthi.39
A roughened handle attachment scar (79).40
A few examples of legs for stands (80, 82, and 89; Blegen 1975,
p. 276, pl. 64:33 [P 1371]).
Pedestal bases, sometimes with cutouts (81; Blegen 1975,
p. 275, pl. 64:24 [P 1379]).
Gouged bowls 100–103 because gouged bowls without Urfir
nis paint on the exterior at Lerna were found only in Lerna
deposits that have early Urfirnis vessels, so they indicate an early
MN date.41

A distinctive, local fabric, here named Nemea Red, may also belong
to the Middle Neolithic period (90–93). Nemea Red fabric has some
(3%) small (<1 mm) chalky white and brown stone inclusions, like the
Sandy-Gritted fabric, but it differs in being a harder, light red (2.5YR 6/8)
fabric. It is shaped into small, thin-walled (ca. 0.3 cm) vessels with unusual
features (notably, raised flat bases like 93). The red paint (10R 5/8) has less
burnishing than the typical Monochrome Painted Slightly Gritted vessel.
Because this fabric is so infrequent, alternatively it may be the output of
just one potter (or family of potters) and/or of a production area close to
Tsoungiza during the Early Neolithic period.
These examples of MN pottery are the exceptions, not the rule; the
vast majority of material at Nemea is Early Neolithic, like the classic deep
bowl with the knife-edged rim and the presence of features like burnishing
on the underside of bases, a practice that at Franchthi and Lerna does not
continue past the very early Middle Neolithic period.
Even less frequent, but nonetheless present, are ceramics that have
features not in evidence at Lerna or Franchthi before the Final Neolithic
period. Daniel Pullen has documented the evidence for the resettlement
of Tsoungiza in the Final Neolithic period.42 Additional evidence from the
contexts on Tsoungiza that are part of this study includes the following:
1. Lime-Gritted body fragments decorated with a relief band with
regularly spaced vertical incisions: e.g., 104.43
2. Coarse conical bowls: e.g., 108 and 109.44
Despite the presence of these markers of later date, they are not suggestive of any distinctions in the depositional history of the Neolithic pits
and do not clarify the stratigraphic sequence. When the layers of these
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trenches are examined for concentrations of any of these stylistic features,
there is no correlation of potentially later stylistic features with passes
closer to the surface.
No Matt–Painted or Black-Burnished ware indicative of Late Neolithic
(LN) occupation was found in these deposits,45 although two LN (to FN?)
sherds were found in NVAP EU 5 on the top of Tsoungiza Hill.46

C ER A M I C P RO D U C T I O N
Although there has been no petrographic or chemical analysis of the
Tsoungiza Neolithic pottery, its macroscopic appearance suggests the use
of local clay. Construction techniques are typical of Neolithic hand-built
production.47 The absence of wheel marks and the presence on rim breaks
and base breaks of coil applications show that these vessels were hand-built,
scraped, and smoothed to create even, symmetrical walls while the pot was
drying, then burnished in the manner described so thoroughly in Vitelli’s
work, where she offers the wealth of experience of her own experimental
pot-making over 20 years as well as ethnographic parallels. The technical
similarity of the Tsoungiza pottery to that of Lerna, Franchthi, and Corinth
raises the question of itinerant potters, as suggested by Thomas Loughlin.48
One of the collared jars (50) from Tsoungiza has a coil-attached rim like
those found by Loughlin at Lerna, Franchthi, and Corinth.49

C ER A M I C F U N C T I O N S
Some unusual features provoke questions about the function of the pottery,
although they do not contribute anything to the questions of date and place
of production. Given that the bulk of the pottery is from the first phase of
human use and construction of ceramic vessels, we might expect to find
evidence of early efforts at creating these vessels, as Vitelli believes she
has discovered. At Franchthi, the lowest levels containing ceramic material show evidence of lumpy, rough, small pots—what might be expected
from a society experimenting and learning how to master the medium.
Of course, with no stratigraphy the same claim cannot be made about the
rough, lumpy examples at Tsoungiza (1, 4, 61, 71). These examples might
be representative of early efforts either in the history of the site and its use
of clay or in the experience of a single potter. Alternatively, these rough
pieces may indicate variety in the purposes pots served in Neolithic society
because some pots did not need to be elegant, finished products.
In both Slightly and Sandy-Gritted fabrics, another notable factor is
the lack of abrasion, of indications of having been used for cooking, or even
of hard daily wear in these pieces. Vitelli may well be right, in view of the
careful construction, surface treatment, and subtlety of the relief bumps,
to think of the possibility of ceremonial, social, or symbolic purposes for
these earliest uses of clay in human society. That ceramic vessels were highly
valued is also suggested by drill holes for repairing cracked vessels (9, 49).50
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45. Bonga 2013.
46. NVAP I, p. 29, nos. 1, 2.
47. Wijnen 1981, pp. 82–83;
Wijnen placed the Nemea pottery at
the beginning of the third Peloponnesian phase of the EN period.
48. Loughlin 2010, pp. 29–32, 45.
49. Loughlin 2010, pp. 107–109,
151.
50. Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:12
(no P no.), 13 (P 1385), 14 (no P no.).
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Although relief bumps (18) and ridges (53) appear in patterns that
suggest a primarily decorative function,51 in other cases they may have served
to prevent a cord holding a cloth or leather cover in place from slipping off.
This function is suggested by the placement of evenly spaced relief bumps
at or below the rim (2, 6, 11, 14, 21, 52) or a carination (38, 39, 51, 69, 92)
on highly burnished, and therefore slippery, vessels.

G RO U N D S TO N E TO O L S
The study of ground stone tools for the site was carried out by James C.
Wright. This study presents 49 ground stone tools from various Neolithic
deposits on Tsoungiza Hill. Excluded are tools that are likely of Neolithic
manufacture but were found in mixed contexts, including surface finds.
Some tools that are most certainly of Neolithic manufacture are listed
in the catalogue (Table 2) but not included in the study. Of the total, 32
are from a controlled sondage in EU 4 excavated by NVAP to check the
observations by Blegen in his publication of the so-called cave that he
excavated in 1925 (see p. 5, above). The purpose of this study is to describe
the ground stone tool production and use at the EN–MN settlement on
Tsoungiza, and therefore the preponderance of analysis and interpretation
will be focused on the EU 4 material. The other catalogued items are included as a supplement to the core body of specimens because they derive
from units excavated in the 1970s by the UCB excavations at Nemea as
described above (see pp. 3–4, above).
The tools are divided into rock classes as igneous, metamorphic, and
sedimentary. They are then subdivided into standard rock types (Table 3)
based upon consultation of the comparative collection in the Wiener Laboratory of the ASCSA as well as the handbooks of Charles Chesterman
and of Pat Bell and David Wright,52 using tests of hardness on the Mohs’
scale, examining them under 10× and 14× hand lenses and, when deemed
useful, under a Dino-Lite microscope. A Wentworth scale was used for
grain size, with the terms “pebble,” “cobble,” and “boulder” designating tool
sizes, except where tabular slabs were employed.53

Con t e x ts

51. Relief bumps: Blegen 1975,
p. 275, pl. 64:1 (P 1400), 8 (P 1383);
ridges: Blegen 1975, p. 275, pl. 64:2
(P 1401), 11 (no P no.).
52. Chesterman 1978; Bell and
Wright 1985.
53. Wentworth 1922.

Exc avat ion Un it 4
All of the 32 ground stone tools collected in the test sondage of EU 4 were
discovered beneath the precipitated CaCO3 cap that sealed zones 4–7. Only
two of these (GS 18, GS 19) derived from zones 4 and 5 and can be argued
to have been deposited before the cap formed, since their stratigraphic
position is below 362.33 masl. All the others were found in zones 6 and 7,
below 361.90 masl, constituting the original EN–MN deposit as described
above. This distribution confirms the observations above (see pp. 5–6, above)
about the taphonomy of the deposit and, with respect to the condition of
the tools, permits the suggestion that these tools were discarded after use
during the life of the settlement on the hillside.
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TA B LE 2. G RO U N D S TO N E TO O L S F RO M T H E U C B EXC AVAT I O N S A N D F RO M
N VA P E U 4, B Y C ATA L O G U E N U M B ER
Excavation
Cat. No.
Project

NVAP
Object
No.

GS 8
GS 9

GS 10
GS 11
GS 12
GS 14
GS 15
GS 17
GS 19
GS 21
GS 23
GS 25

GS 28
GS 29

NVAP EU 4

GS 27

–

5.89

–

sandstone

abrader

F

5.56

7.84

limestone

concave

basalt

celt

29-8-2

serpentinite

29-8-4

serpentinite

29-8-6

sandstone

29-8-8

granite

29-8-3
29-8-5

celt

concave

48-8-6

sandstone

conical

615-8-2

sandstone

grinder

617-8-1

sandstone

tabular abrader

621-8-1

sandstone

pestle

limestone

sandstone
sandstone

celt

conical

627-8-1

basalt

grinder

abrader

cobble abrader/
smoother

4.73

5.01

F

6.25
5.74

5.95
5.25

F

12.67

F

5.33

4.05

–

–

F

5.89

F
F
F

5.52

–

F

–

F

–

F
F

F

conical

F

GS 34

628-8-2

sandstone

GS 36

629-8-3

limestone

7.35

F

F

cobble abrader/
smoother

630-8-1

F

grinder

limestone

629-8-2

10.91

8.9
–

5.6

–

628-8-1

sandstone

14.84

–

GS 33

627-8-3

F

F

crusher

626-8-4

2.62

grinder

chert

sandstone

2.86

1.9

8.02

626-8-1

626-8-3

1.37

4.48

11.4

grinding slab

limestone

3.68

7.42

C

conglomerate

626-8-2

7.78

3.86

percussion

621-8-3

sandstone

F

F

limestone

limestone

F

abrader
celt

5.21

F

C

29-8-9

granite

C

celt

grinder

GS 37

7.17

11.58

sandstone

GS 35

–

11.58

conical

627-8-2

GS 32

6.63

C

serpentinite

grinder

concave

GS 31

–

concave

sandstone

celt

sandstone

GS 30

7.11

limestone

granite

28-8-6

624-8-1

GS 26

7.29

C

621-8-2

GS 24

8.99

crusher

617-8-2

GS 22

–

limestone

616-8-2

GS 20

–

28-8-4

48-8-7

GS 18

5.74

F

48-8-5

GS 16

15.21

grinder

29-8-7

GS 13

8.88

sandstone

29-8-1
UCB Excavations

GS 7

Diam.
(cm)

28-8-2
28-8-3

GS 6

Max.
p.dim.
(cm)

Condition

GS 3
GS 5

Th.
(cm)

Tool Type

27-8-13

GS 4

W.
(cm)

Rock Type

GS 1
GS 2

L.
(cm)

4.27

–

3.53

–

0.82

–

1.12

–

1.78

–

3.63

–

3.59

–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6.08

–

3.64

–

2.66

5.78

–

2.17

–

–

6.65

–

8.14

13.26

–

–

4.77

5.5

5.33

–

3.56

–

5.43
–
–

–
–
–
–

–

–

7.93

–

8.55

–

–

–

3.92

6.8

5.01

4.01

8.72

3.37

4.98

–

–

–

3.47

6.16

–

3.37

–

–

–
–

5.53
–

F

–

–

6.66

–

F

8.39

2.01

–
–

–

4.62
–

–

2.82

8.44

–

4.95

–

F

–

F

–

–

5.04

9.12

–

grinder

F

–

–

conical

F

11.03

8.9

8.29

–

F

5.26

–

–

F

10.31

7.12

7.17

grinder

sandstone

grinding slab

sandstone

grinder
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5.94

2.55

7.84

–

5.81
3.73

–
–

–
–
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TA B LE 2 ( continued)
Excavation
Cat. No.
Project

NVAP
Object
No.

Rock Type

Tool Type

Condition

L.
(cm)

sandstone

grinder

F

–

GS 38

631-8-1

sandstone

GS 40

631-8-3

sandstone

tabular abrader

632-8-2

limestone

632-8-3

sandstone

cobble abrader/
smoother

633-8-1

sandstone

grinder

F

GS 41
GS 42
GS 43
GS 44
GS 45
GS 46
GS 47

631-8-2

NVAP EU 4 (continued)

GS 39

632-8-1

632-8-4
633-8-2
633-8-4

sandstone

sandstone

grinder

Max.
p.dim.
(cm)

–

–

6.08

4.78

–

–

5.44

3.08

–

–

6.12

7.63

–

C

8.31

7.2

grinder

F

5.48

conical

F

8.97

grinder

F

10.98

F

–

–

5.55

12.66

grinding slab

–

–

F

–

2.15

Diam.
(cm)

–

4.25

grinding slab

F

Th.
(cm)

4.81

sandstone
sandstone

–

F

W.
(cm)

8.52

–

9.33

2.32

11.9

–

–

–

6.62

–

–

–

–

–

2.66

5.7

–

6.25

–

GS 48

634-8-1

limestone

cobble abrader/
smoother

C

13.58

10.82

6.83

–

–

GS 49

635-8-2

limestone

grinding slab

F

7.75

9.01

6.8

–

–

Note: C = complete (3/4 to intact); F = fragment.

Ot h er Con t ex t s

An additional 17 tools are included in this study because they come from
excavated contexts that conform to those from EU 4, even though the
recovery and recording were not as systematic as those applied by NVAP.
These contexts are DDD, EEE 23 areas 1, 2, and 3, and EEE 22–23 (Fig. 2),
where level 2 roughly corresponds to EU 4 zones 3–5 and level 3 similarly
to EU 4 zones 5–7. Some level 1 tools were included because they are
known to be Neolithic manufactures.
All in all, the context of this collection is of debris that was presumably
contemporaneous with the EN–MN settlement on Tsoungiza and that was
disposed of in the ravines that had been created naturally by the erosion of
seams of loosely laid conglomerate within the Neogene marl that makes up
the primary rock of the Tsoungiza ridge.54 In short, the ravine that Blegen
thought was a cave was the settlement dump, in existence for perhaps
600–700 years depending upon how late the earliest EN pottery is and
how late in the Middle Neolithic period the settlement was abandoned.55

General Observat ion s

54. Wright and Dabney 2011,
p. 377; Wright and Dabney, in press.
55. Compare also the MN settlement from the NVAP-AS discussed by
Cherry et al. (1988); for the chronology,
see Andreou, Fotiadis, and Kotsakis
2001, p. 260, table 1.

Because the tools collected here are discards that accumulated over the long
life of the settlement and because the EU 4 sondage was small in size, the
tools may not represent fully the standard assemblage of a household or, if
they were used in a specialized manner, of workshops. Nevertheless, they are
a sample of EN–MN tools discarded from a settlement. Their analysis should
have some validity for understanding the primary functions of stone other
than chipped or flaked silex and obsidian in a presumably normal Neolithic
settlement of the northeastern Peloponnese. The range of materials used
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encompasses all three major classes of rocks, though it may be significant
that all the tools from EU 4 are sedimentary, all the igneous tools are the
common celt, and all the metamorphic tools are from the pits discovered in
the salvage excavations of the UCB teams, which were less deep and more
disturbed by Blegen’s “cave” deposits (see comparison of condition, below).
In terms of tool type, the full range appears: grinding/milling, crushing
(including mortar and pestle), hammering, abrading, polishing/smoothing,
and cutting. Multiuse tools represent a quarter of the total.

Mat e r ial
All rock classes are represented in this collection (Table 3). As just mentioned, however, all those from the EU 4 sondage are sedimentary. Overall, sedimentary rocks are 84% of the grand total, igneous just over 10%,
and metamorphic just over 6%. The sedimentary specimens divide out as
sandstone (55.1%), limestone (24.5%), conglomerate (2%), and chert (2%).
Igneous are the next most frequent with 10.2% of the total, of which 4.1%
are basalt and 6.1% are granite. Metamorphic are least represented with
6.1% of the total, all of which are serpentinite.
This distribution is of interest in that sedimentary tools are so dominant
and igneous are so few. The sedimentary tools are 84% of the total (n =
41) and 100% of the tools collected from EU 4 (n = 32). They constitute
43% (n = 6) of the tools from the UCB excavations. All igneous (n = 5,
or 36%) and all metamorphic (n = 3, or 21%) tools come from the UCB
excavations.
There is general agreement that the sources of rocks for tools are primarily in the form of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders as would be readily
available in streambeds and along shorelines.56 Anna Stroulia cites the work
of Curtis Runnels and P. Nick Kardulias at Franchthi and the Argolid
Exploration Project as demonstrating that the sandstones used for passive open tools were available “less than an hour’s walk from Franchthi,”57
and that “those closest to Franchthi have sizes and appearances similar to
those used for ground stone tools at the site.”58 This assessment would hold
true for limestones and conglomerates. At Tsoungiza the local landscape
consists primarily of marls interspersed with sandstone and conglomerate,
while the surrounding hilltops are limestone.59 The deep aggradation of the
valley bottom around Tsoungiza resulted in the Neolithic occupation being
buried beneath ground surface anywhere from 0.75 to 1.5 m and deeper as
a result of stream deposits and colluvium.60 Beneath the Neolithic levels
are deposits of Pleistocene fan building running as deep as 5 m, according
to Anne Demitrack.61 It is reasonable that throughout the long period of
Neolithic occupation, readily available tool blanks would have been accessible at the Pleistocene fans of streams that debouched into the upper
valley, while other streams—namely, those accessible through the Tretos
56. Runnels 1981, p. 95; Franchthi 14, pp. 4, 34.
57. Franchthi 14, p. 34, citing Runnels 1981, p. 79.

58. Kardulias and Runnels 1995,
p. 112.
59. Described by Demitrack in
Wright et al. 1990, p. 588.
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TA B LE 3. A LL G RO U N D S TO N E TO O L S , B Y RO C K C L A S S
Cat. No.
GS 12
GS 30
GS 1

GS 13

Rock Class
(% of Total)

igneous
(10.2%)

GS 15
GS 5
GS 7
GS 9

metamorphic
(6.1%)

Rock Type
(% of Total)

Tool Type

Condition

basalt
(4.1%)

conical

fragment

granite
(6.1%)
serpentinite
(6.1%)

celt

fragment

celt

complete

celt

fragment

celt
conical
celt

fragment
fragment
fragment

celt

complete

GS 6

concave

complete

GS 14

concave

GS 4

crusher

GS 10

concave

GS 17

conical

GS 19

limestone
(24.5%)

GS 27
GS 33
GS 36

complete
fragment
fragment
fragment

percussion

complete

cobble abrader/smoother

fragment

cobble abrader/smoother
conical

fragment
fragment

GS 42

cobble abrader/smoother

complete

GS 49

grinding slab

fragment

GS 48

cobble abrader/smoother

GS 2

grinder

GS 3
GS 8

GS 11

grinder

abrader

sedimentary
(83.6%)

abrader

GS 16

conical

GS 18

grinder

GS 20

tabular abrader

GS 21
GS 22
GS 23

grinder

sandstone
(55.1%)

pestle

grinder

GS 25

abrader

GS 29

concave

GS 32

grinder

GS 28
GS 31
GS 34
GS 35
GS 37

grinder
grinder
grinder

grinding slab
grinder

complete

fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment

(continued on ne xt page)
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TA B LE 3 (continued)
Cat. No.
GS 38

Rock Class
(% of Total)

Rock Type
(% of Total)

GS 39
GS 40

GS 44
GS 45

Condition

grinder

fragment

grinder
grinder

GS 41
GS 43

Tool Type

sedimentary
(83.6%)
(continued)

sandstone (continued)
(55.1%)

grinder

grinding slab

GS 47
GS 24

tabular abrader
conical

GS 46
GS 26

grinding slab

chert (2.0%)

conglomerate (2.0%)

grinder

crusher

grinding slab

fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment

Note: Complete = 3/4 to intact.

Pass to the east, the Nemea River to the north as it drops down toward
the Corinthian Gulf, and west all around the Phliasian Valley, including
the Asopus River—would have supplied sources of stone.62 Limestone and
chert are readily available along the hilltops, and it is notable that a large
radiolarite chert blank was found in Late Helladic II levels on Tsoungiza
Hill, as were many blades and points of the same period.63 As Runnels
showed and subsequent studies have confirmed, there was already during the Neolithic period a trade in millstones of extrusive igneous rocks,
especially andesite, from the volcanic areas of Aigina and Methana.64 The
absence of these rocks from Tsoungiza, however, may be circumstantial,
since the three specimens of serpentinite must have been imported from
elsewhere, either the ophiolites in the Epidauria or those in the southern
Argolid (see discussion below).65

Condi t ion
The assemblage is predominantly fragmentary. Any tool that preserves
its shape and shows signs of being used, even if some portion is broken
away, is considered complete; by this distinction, only seven of the total
can be considered complete or intact (14.3%). Of the grand total, 85.7%
are fragmentary, compared to 91% of those from EU 4 and 76.5% of those
from the UCB excavations. Those that are intact or complete are primarily
tools made from spherical or oval pebbles and cobbles, notably celts, hammers, and abrader-polishers, which is to say, forms that are not as easily
broken as the shaped rocks that are used for larger tools. Hence, milling
and grinding tools, especially passive open slabs, are very fragmentary.
Together they constitute 22 specimens from the total of 49, or 45%. A
probable explanation for this condition of the tools lies in their having been
discarded when they were broken or had served their purpose. Again, this
interpretation contributes to the conclusion that this deposit is a central
location of refuse from the settlement.
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62. Wright et al. 1990, p. 588.
63. Newhard (2016) documents
sources; Wright and Dabney (in
press) published the chert blank; and
Karabatsoli (in press) the points.
64. Runnels 1981, 1985; Kardulias and Runnels 1995, pp. 112–113;
Franchthi 14, pp. 4, 34–35, 126–127.
65. For the Epidauria, see Baum
gartner 1985; for the southern Argolid,
see Franchthi 14, pp. 4, 66–67.
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Ventral surface

GS 41
A

A

B

Ventral
surface

GS 35
Ventral surface

Figure 39. Grinding slabs
GS 35, GS 41, GS 46.

B

Scale 1:3. Drawings T. Ross (GS 41,
GS 46); photos J. C. Wright (GS 35)

GS 46

Ac t iv i t y
Because of the problems of multiuse and reuse of tools, the functional
approach for classifying ground stone tools advocated by Jenny Adams
has been followed in this study, with some adaptations.66 The tools are
presented under these categories (Table 4): grinding (grinders and
grinding slabs); tools with cavities; crushing; abrading, smoothing, and
polishing; and percussion. The poorly named celt represents a separate
tool category because of its recognizable shape and variable uses as axe,
adze, and chisel.

G r i n ding : G r in ding Sl ab s an d H an dh el d G r in de r s

66. Adams 2013, pp. 9–18.

Grinding slabs and handheld grinders constitute 42.9% (n = 21) of all
the tools, but only 11.8% (n = 2) of those from the UCB excavations, in
comparison to 59.4% (n = 19) of those from the EU 4 sondage. Five are
grinding slabs, all from EU 4, while 15 are handheld grinders, the majority
(13) from EU 4. The grinding slab fragments are very small, some even
with only the grinding surface preserved. All of them are fragmentary,
which makes it difficult to determine their original shape or to reconstruct
their size. Several preserve enough of a profile to show they had sharply
angled sides receding to the dorsal face with a minimal thickness of 6
cm and as thick as 11–12 cm (GS 35, GS 41, GS 46, GS 49; Fig. 39).
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TA B LE 4. A LL G RO U N D S TO N E TO O L S , B Y TO O L T Y P E
Cat. No.
GS 24

Category (% of Total)

GS 35
GS 46

grinder

GS 18

grinder

GS 21
GS 23
GS 28

grinder
grinding tools
(42.9%)

GS 31

grinder

GS 38

grinder

GS 39

grinder

GS 43

grinder

GS 44

grinder

GS 47

grinder

GS 6

concave
tools with cavities
(8.2%)

GS 29
GS 4

GS 26

grinder

grinder

GS 37

GS 14

grinder

grinder

GS 34

GS 10

grinder

grinder

GS 32

concave
concave
concave

crushing tools
(4.1%)

fragment

sandstone

grinder

GS 3

sandstone

grinding slab
grinding slab

GS 2

Condition

conglomerate

grinding slab

GS 49

Rock Type

grinding slab
grinding slab

GS 41

GS 22

Tool Type

crusher
crusher

sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone
sandstone

sandstone

GS 42
GS 48
GS 40
GS 16

GS 36
GS 45

fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment

fragment

chert

sandstone
limestone
limestone

fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment

complete

tabular abrader

sandstone

fragment

conical

serpentinite

conical

limestone

conical
conical tools
(12.2%)

fragment

limestone

tabular abrader

GS 5

GS 30

cobble abrader/smoother
cobble abrader/smoother

GS 20

GS 17

cobble abrader/smoother

fragment

complete

sandstone

cobble abrader/smoother

fragment

limestone

abrader

abrading and smoothing tools
(18.4%)

fragment

fragment

GS 25
GS 33

fragment

limestone

limestone

sandstone

GS 27

fragment

complete

abrader
abrader

fragment

limestone

GS 8

GS 11

fragment

conical
conical
conical
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limestone

sandstone
sandstone
basalt

limestone

sandstone

complete

fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
fragment
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TA B LE 4 ( continued)
Cat. No.
GS 19
GS 1

Category (% of Total)
percussion tools
(2.0%)

GS 7
GS 9

GS 12

celts
(12.2%)

GS 13

Tool Type

Rock Type

Condition

percussion

limestone

complete

celt

serpentinite

fragment

celt

basalt

celt
celt
celt

GS 15

celt

granite

complete

serpentinite

complete

granite

fragment

granite

fragment
fragment

Note: Complete = 3/4 to intact.

67. Runnels 1981, p. 102, fig. 28;
Franchthi 14, pp. 62–63, table 4:1;
Lerna VII, pp. 183–186.
68. Franchthi 14, p. 80.
69. Franchthi 14, pp. 79–85, figs. 21,
22.
70. Franchthi 14, pp. 85–90.

One grinding slab is of conglomerate, another of limestone, and four are
of sandstone.
It is not feasible to compare these to those found in other contexts,
such as at Franchthi and Lerna, except to point out that by virtue of the
preservation of their thickness, the angle of their edges, and a fragment
of the ventral grinding surface they conform to those described by Curtis
Runnels, Anna Stroulia, and Elizabeth Banks at Franchthi and Lerna,
though they seem on the whole to correspond to the thickest examples at
Franchthi (>10 cm).67 Although fragmentary, those with preserved edges
suggest either an oval (GS 35) or rectangular (GS 46) to obtuse-cornered
(GS 41) shape. The ventral grinding surfaces are heavily gouged and striated, with some showing fatigue frosting and also probably containing
some residue.
The handheld grinders (Fig. 40) are not large—widths are between 6
and 8 cm, and lengths are not preserved but can be estimated to have been
between 12 and 18 cm, probably about the same length as the width of the
grinding slabs. The handheld grinders are predominantly plano-convex (10
out of 15) and include circular and rectangular shapes (e.g., GS 3, GS 8,
GS 18, GS 31, GS 37). Some are oval in section (GS 2, GS 21). Some are
heavily worn with the dorsal surface greatly reduced (GS 38, GS 39), while
others are tabular (GS 43, GS 47). One (GS 23) was probably originally a
plano-convex grinder that was converted into a grinding slab, as its dorsal
face is slightly concave latitudinally and laterally. They are all of sandstone,
which is also the case for those from Franchthi.68
Handheld grinders GS 18, GS 31, and GS 37, though very fragmentary,
seem to be disk-shaped, including oval and faceted, similar to pieces FS 14,
FS 300, and FS 317 from Franchthi.69 Both GS 3 (Fig. 40) and GS 22 are
comparable to FS 53, FS 95, and FS 133—elongated active rectangular
tools, mostly of sandstone, from Franchthi.70 These are most likely active
hand-grinding stones. Example GS 3 has a roughly prepared flat grinding
surface, but the convex surface is much smoothed from being used to grind,
and the end of the tool is curved up (Fig. 40, section), showing that it was
probably shaped by contact with a deeply grooved grinding slab. Tool GS 22
is merely a fragment (not illustrated) but has a smoothed, rounded surface
that was originally part of an elongated, probably rectangular-shaped tool
semicircular or oval in section. Its evenly reduced cylindrical surface shows
step fractures and some fatigue frosting under a lens and would have been
shaped for moving back and forth across a grinding slab.
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GS 3

1:4

GS 2

B

B

A

A′

B′

B′

A

GS 8

A′

GS 23

1:2

1:2

GS 38
GS 31

Some of these tools (e.g., GS 31) might be compared with the “active
abrasive” tools found at Alepotrypa.71 Curiously there are no comparative
examples from Lerna, even though the excavations included an area JA–JB
with a domestic structure and surrounding refuse.72

GS 43
Figure 40. Hand grinders GS 2,
GS 3, GS 8, GS 23, GS 31, GS 38,
GS 43. Scale 1:3 unless otherwise

indicated. Drawings T. Ross (GS 3, GS 8,
GS 23, GS 38, GS 43); photos J. C. Wright
(GS 2, GS 3, GS 8, GS 31)

To ols w it h Cav i t i e s

One small fragment of a thin concave sandstone tool from EU 4 (GS 29)
has a rough dorsal surface and a concave ventral surface (Fig. 41). It thins
at the sides, and its concave surface is very smooth with no visible traces of
striations. It may have been used like a mortar for crushing soft materials.
Among the concave tools from Franchthi it compares best with FS 214,
of sandstone, but its dorsal side is not as rough.73
71. Stroulia 2018, pp. 208–209.
72. Lerna VII, pp. 5–90; one
wonders, in view of Vitelli’s comments about the practice of discarding
(Lerna V, pp. 138–139), if for some

reason these kinds of tools were simply
not collected or saved, as it is difficult
to think they would not have been part
of the assemblage.
73. Franchthi 14, pp. 54–55;
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reported from Alepotrypa: Stroulia
2018, pp. 210–212; none were reported
from Lerna.
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GS 6
GS 29
Figure 41 (above). Concave grinding
slab GS 29. Scale 1:2. Drawing T. Ross;
photo J. C. Wright

Figure 42 (right). Mortar or pivot
GS 6. Scale 1:4. Drawing T. Ross; photo
J. C. Wright

Three unusual objects from the UCB excavations have various forms of
concavities. They are all of very soft marl-limestone. One (GS 6) is roughly
fashioned in a squarish shape with a rough but regularly deep concavity
(Fig. 42). The material seems too friable to have worked as a door pivot,
and no traces of wear from turning are recognizable; yet that must remain
a probable function. More likely it might have been used for crushing or
mixing soft material, though there are no signs of such wear within the
concavity, whose surface is encrusted. Another (GS 10) is shaped so that
it fits well in the hand and has an elongated concavity that is flanked by a
curb, creating a rounded trough where the side meets the apparent lip of
the tool (Fig. 43). The concave surface is pitted, and the material is harder
than its marly cousins, but even so it is too soft to have endured heavy use.
It might have functioned well for working soft material or for mixing. The
last (GS 14) is shaped to fit in one hand and even has a kind of handgrip
on the underside (Fig. 43). As with the previous tool, a small concave basin
might have received soft material for crushing or mixing.

1:4

GS 10
Figure 43. Mortar or mixing vessels
GS 10, GS 14. Scale as indicated. Drawing T. Ross; photos J. C. Wright

1:3

GS 14

C ru sh ing

Two tools fall into the crushing category (GS 4, GS 26; Fig. 44). The first,
GS 4, has numerous pitted surfaces but no large fractures, such as are found
on tools of similar size and shape classified as percussion tools. Perhaps it
was used to peck the surfaces of other tools. It was also used for abrading,
as is apparent from gouged and striated surfaces visible under a lens; some
surfaces even glisten, as if the tool was sometimes used for rubbing and
polishing. The second, GS 26, is a poorly preserved tool of radiolarite. It
finished its life as a percussion tool, but its side and preserved ventral and
dorsal surfaces show fatigue wear with crushed surfaces and step fractures
but no evidence of abrasion.
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Figure 44. Crusher/abraders GS 4,
GS 26. Scale as indicated. Photos J. C.
Wright

1:2

1:3

GS 4

GS 26

Tool GS 4 is similar in size and shape to tool L7.323 from Lerna.74
Over a score of such tools are published from Alepotrypa, of the classification “a posteriori tools with both abrasive and percussive wear,” though
they are of limestone/marble and are larger.75 Stroulia claims that they were
first used as abraders, though it is notable that their percussive use did not
fracture the tools. None are MN in date, though they are found in both
EN and LN contexts.

Abrading and Smo o t hi ng C obbl e s

Four tools are water-worn cobbles, oval to plano-convex in section, that
show evidence of use for abrasion and subsequent smoothing (GS 27,
GS 33, GS 42, GS 48; Figs. 45–48). One (GS 42) was certainly used later
for percussion,76 and that may be the fate also of the other two fragmentary
examples (GS 27, GS 33). Example GS 42 shows most visibly the extensive gouging (Fig. 47), primarily back and forth in a short linear movement, and subsequent smoothing of the surface that produce the gleam
of tribochemical action. As Adams demonstrates, these are the product
of chemical alteration of the surface that leaves deposits on the surface.77
This is most apparent on GS 27, as the microphotograph (Fig. 45) shows.
These examples do not comfortably compare with any of the classifications
for the Franchthi tools. For example, they are not rectangular, though the
use of one side for active abrasive use is similar, primarily because of the
material, lacking the luster of our specimens. The difficulty of comparison is
also true when considering the globular Franchthi tools that Stroulia calls
“active globular tools without stains” because they are smaller and neither
spherical nor pecked, but there are among her group several that have
flattened surfaces from what she considers secondary use.78 Piece FS 382,
from Amisc2-set6, is a serpentinite oblong cobble with a flat face that is
very smooth with fine striations. Stroulia suggests it may have been used to
smooth leather.79 Other possible comparanda are FS 74, a sandstone tool
from an Initial Neolithic context, with one face smoothed from abrasive
use,80 and FS 68, a serpentinite oval, disk-shaped tool with two flat faces
and all surfaces showing abrasion lines similar to those on our set.81 Two
tools from Lerna (L6.772, L7.343) classified as discoid and of diabase(?) or
quartzite appear from their description to be similar.82 What distinguishes
74. Lerna VII, p. 204, no. 100,
fig. 50, pl. 17.
75. Stroulia 2018, pp. 225–226.
76. For this use, see Franchthi 14,
pp. 86–90.
77. Adams 2013, pp. 34–36.
78. Franchthi 14, pp. 101–105,

esp. p. 105.
79. Franchthi 14, p. 110.
80. Franchthi 14, pp. 108–109.
81. Franchthi 14, p. 116 (“Amisc2Set2”).
82. Lerna VII, pp. 200–201, nos. 71,
75, fig. 50.
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Figure 45 (opposite, top). Abrading
and smoothing cobble GS 27, with
microphotograph (20x) of the working surface at right. Scale as indicated.
Drawing T. Ross; photos J. C. Wright

Figure 46 (opposite, middle left).
Abrading and smoothing cobble
GS 33. Scale 1:3. Drawings T. Ross; photos
J. C. Wright

Figure 47 (opposite, middle right).
Abrader-polisher GS 42. Scale 1:3.
Photos J. C. Wright

Figure 48 (opposite, bottom). Polishing tool GS 48, with microphotograph of the working surface at right.
Scale as indicated. Drawings T. Ross; photos
J. C. Wright
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3:1

GS 27

GS 33

GS 42

3:1

1:4

GS 48
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1:2

1:3
0

GS 20

GS 40

5 cm

0

Figure 49. Tabular abrading slabs
GS 20 and GS 40. Scale as indicated.
Drawings T. Ross

5 cm

our group is their shape, material, and use-wear. As Adams suggests, such
tools can be used for a variety of purposes, including abrading and smoothing pottery before firing and mud or plaster floors.83

Tab ul ar A bradi ng To ols

Two specimens of sandstone define a small group of active and likely
also passive tools (GS 20, GS 40; Fig. 49). Example GS 40 is a fragment
preserving a corner that shows it was probably purposely shaped or used
actively to abrade. What remains of its two faces, however, would happily
have been the faces of a passive slab for grinding or reducing. It appears
under a lens that there is some residue preserved. The other example, GS 20,
is a rectangular tool of fine-grained sandstone. It has a flat ventral surface
and undulating flattish dorsal face, and its sides are rounded from use. The
surfaces are spalled, and therefore marks of use-wear are not preserved.
Most likely it was used passively, like a whetstone, and would have been
ideal for reducing and shaping tools of wood or bone. Another is the corner
fragment of a thicker slab of sandstone (GS 25). Unfortunately its very
friable condition does not permit further analysis.
These tools compare favorably with the “active miscellanea 1-set7” from
Franchthi cave: mostly flat, thin sandstone tools, like, for example, FS 414
and FS 737.84 Also comparable is FS 110, which is in Stroulia’s active
rectangular group and is about the same size (see also FS 740).85 Insofar
as any were used as passive slabs, they compare to FS 165 from Franchthi,
also of sandstone, but from a thicker and larger rectangular slab.86

Conic al Abradi ng and Smo o t hing To ol s

Six conical tools are included in this discussion (GS 5, GS 16, GS 17, GS 30,
GS 36, GS 45; Fig. 50). They are all fragmentary, such that the proximal end
is not preserved. All are conical in shape and irregularly ovoid in section.
They are made from sandstone, limestone/marble, serpentinite, and basalt
and range from 3.68 to 8.97 cm in preserved length and, perhaps more
indicative, from 4.04 to 7.84 cm in maximum width. The largest (GS 45)
is pecked all over, providing a rough surface ready for grinding or abrading; the distal point is fractured from percussion. One (GS 16) is of a finer,
more calcified sandstone and shows some pecking and wear from crushing
at the distal end, while all other surfaces exhibit fine striations latitudinally
and laterally, resulting in a glossy sheen. Tool GS 5, of serpentinite, is irregularly ovoid in section, suggesting differential use on its sides. All of
its surfaces bear fine striations and have a high tribochemical gloss from
working a smooth material. The distal tip is blunted and smoothed with fine
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84. Franchthi 14, p. 111.
85. For this group, see Franchthi 14,
p. 85–90.
86. Franchthi 14, p. 32, 44.
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GS 16
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GS 17

GS 30
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GS 36

0

Figure 50. Conical tools GS 5 (with
microphotograph of the working surface), GS 16, GS 17, GS 30, GS 36,
and GS 45. Scale 1:3 unless otherwise
indicated; microphotograph not to scale.
Drawings T. Ross; photos J. C. Wright
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crosswise striations from moving it back and forth. Piece GS 36 is a blunt
fragment from a large cobble. It is made of microcrystalline limestone and
shows much abrasion through striations and gouges that run diagonally,
longitudinally, and also latitudinally around the tool, evidencing some frosting fatigue wear with step fractures visible under a lens. Its tip is fractured
from use as a percussion tool. Example GS 17 is also of microcrystalline
limestone and is oval in section with overall smooth surfaces showing fine
striations and a lustrous sheen. It is uneven on one side toward the tip,
which is fractured from percussion. Piece GS 30 is a small basalt tool, oval
in section and curving inward on its broad face, as if it were originally the
shape of a celt. Many of its surfaces are heavily abraded from action to shape
the tool, and others show very fine striations and exceptional smoothing
to finish it. The distal end bears slight marks of percussion. If it was to be
made into a celt it might have fractured and been discarded.87 Otherwise
it might have been employed as a fine finishing tool to smooth or polish
a material like leather.
Twenty tools from Lerna are classified as conoid, the majority made
of serpentinite and six of sandstone. They are worn smooth from use, and
interestingly the largest (L7.143) is described as having fingerholds on
the side.88 Similar conical tools are also known from Franchthi under the
category “active end” tools (DS 225, FS 228, FS 362, HI:64), and one
example under the category “active miscellanea-set 4” (FS 740). These are
also made of serpentinite and basalt (except FS 740, which is sandstone),
and, where closely datable, they are from the MN period.89 They are used
on both ends.90 These complete examples vary from having distinct oblique
ends that give the overall appearance of a traditional pestle to those most
similar to the Tsoungiza examples that have a more acute, rounded end
(e.g., Lerna L7.29, L6.245), which also show a rounded, wider proximal
end also used for grinding or pulverizing.91

P er c us s ion To ols

Four pieces from EU 4 are identified as percussion tools because they
have significant percussion fractures at their distal ends (GS 19, GS 33,
GS 36, GS 42; Figs. 46, 47, 50, 51). Only GS 19 seems to have been a
primary percussion tool, though it exhibits some striations from abrading
and smoothing, perhaps to shape or reduce the tool for handling. All the
others were originally abraders or smoothing/polishing tools (see below).
Tool GS 42 is a rounded lenticular stone that was originally used for abrading and polishing and then employed as a hammer, damaging its sides.
Example GS 36, likely broken from hammering, was originally a conical
polishing tool, as its surfaces have a very high luster. Piece GS 42 was also
used for hammering secondarily, but was clearly used originally for abrading
and smoothing. Another, a chocolate radiolarite spheroid pebble (GS 26),
was probably originally used for crushing before being broken (and then
discarded) from hammering.
Example GS 19 is somewhat similar in shape to pieces classified as
“active tools used with ends” from Franchthi, notably FS 108, FS 602,
and Q5S:09/18.92 But, whereas the Tsoungiza example is limestone, the
Franchthi tools are serpentinite and diabase. Stroulia emphasizes that these
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87. Compare FS 117 in the active
cutting series from Franchthi (Franchthi 14, p. 68).
88. Lerna VII, pp. 199, 204, no. 109,
fig. 50, pl. 19.
89. Franchthi 14, pp. 95, 109.
90. Franchthi 14, p. 98.
91. Lerna VII, pp. 199, 203, 204,
nos. 94, 102.
92. Franchthi 14, pp. 94–98.
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GS 19

T. Ross; photos J. C. Wright

are natural cobbles that have been modified, probably to make them more
comfortable in the hand.93 This may also be true of our specimen, as its
surfaces are smoothed and show signs of striations from abrasion.

C e lt s

93. Franchthi 14, p. 96.
94. The term “celt” in the Aegean is
a catchall for axes, adzes, and chisels;
see Tsoraki 2011, p. 233.
95. Stroulia 2003, pp. 4–6; Franchthi 14, p. 65.
96. Lerna VII, p. 191.
97. Stroulia 2003, pp. 5, 8–9; Tsoraki
2011, pp. 233–234; Lerna VII, p. 188.
98. Franchthi 14, pp. 66–67; the vast
majority of celts (active cutting edge
tools in Stroulia’s terminology) are of
serpentinite, though others are of basalt,
diabase, diorite, porphyry, peridotite,
and some sedimentary rocks.
99. See discussion about sources
in Franchthi 14, p. 67, and nn. 10, 11.
For the Corinthia and Argolis, see
Baumgartner 1985; Hayward 2003;
Tzanis et al. 2018.
100. Cullen 1985b, pp. 94–97;
Lerna V, p. 106.
101. Lerna VII, pp. 194–195, 197,
nos. 47, 70.

Six tools commonly referred to as celts are included in this study (GS 1, GS 7,
GS 9, GS 12, GS 13, GS 15; Fig. 52);94 all are from the UCB excavations.
They are included here because they are unquestionably Neolithic in date;
however, the complete absence of this category from the EU 4 EN–MN
deposit seems remarkable, though it might simply be an artifact of the small
size of the EU 4 sondage. At Franchthi, the majority of celts are dated to
the Middle Neolithic period, although many are found in mixed EN/MN
contexts, and one is EN and four are FN or probable FN.95 At Lerna the
contexts are largely MN, including the hoard of 11 found in room W-17b.96
The celts presented here are all metamorphic (two serpentinite) and
igneous (one basalt and three granitic), which conforms to the materials
preferred for celts generally and specifically at Lerna and Franchthi.97 They
vary in size from small pebbles (L. and W. <3 cm: GS 7, GS 9) to larger
pebbles (L. 5; W. 4 cm: GS 1) to cobbles (est. L. >7; W. >5 cm: GS 12,
GS 13, GS 15). The smallest are of the softer serpentinite, while the others are of harder rocks.98 None of these are local to the Nemea region, and
therefore they must have been imported, either as blanks for manufacture
or as finished tools. Obvious sources are the ophiolites that are found along
the volcanic arc of the Saronic Gulf, extending from the Megarid, along
eastern Corinthia into Epidauria, and down to the region of Methana and
Poros.99 It seems probable that finished products or blanks would have
circulated as part of an exchange system that may be defined by the similar
distribution of EN and MN pottery within the northeastern Peloponnese,
as argued by Tracey Cullen and Karen D. Vitelli.100 One object considered
above as a conical tool may have been a celt: GS 30 (Fig. 50).
Three celts from Tsoungiza would fall under Banks’s “triangular”
group. Two (GS 1, GS 13; Fig. 52) are somewhat smaller than those from
Lerna and wider at the midlength than them. They compare most favorably
with L6.230 and L6.235, discussed by Banks.101 One (GS 12; Fig. 52) is
fragmentary but larger and probably more rectangular than triangular. It
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2:1

GS 1

GS 9

GS 12

GS 13

compares favorably with Lerna L6.222, L6.226, L6.228, and L5.218.102
The small trapezoidal celt of serpentinite (GS 9) is very similar to Lerna
L6.241, L7.320, and L5.218, the latter two of which are of serpentinite.103
The two triangular celts, though not intact, show evidence of use, as
their blade (distal) ends are chipped, perhaps from use as small choppers.
The larger celt (GS 13; Fig. 52) is fragmentary but is of a size that suggests
a use for chopping. All three show signs of striations and smoothing for
shaping and sharpening. The small trapezoidal celt (GS 9; Fig. 52) shows
many fine striations from abrasion to create its faceted appearance; the
cutting edge is chipped, perhaps by use.
Celt GS 30 (Fig. 50), of basalt, is oval in section and curving inward on
its broad face, suggesting it was being made into a celt. Many of its surfaces
are heavily abraded from action to shape the tool, and others show very fine
striations and exceptional smoothing to finish it. The smoothing is unevenly
distributed over the surfaces in a manner comparable to FS 153 and FS 159,
from Franchthi,104 and the distal end bears slight marks of percussion. If
it was to be made into a celt, it may have fractured and been discarded.105
Stroulia’s study of a large number of celts from Franchthi Cave is useful for comparison.106 She argues that this large, contextually documented
collection was made up of rocks from local sources, produced by local
manufacturers, and used largely for light tasks. The celts are from igneous
and metamorphic rocks, collected, she believes, as water-worn cobbles
that were then pecked, abraded, and polished to achieve their shapes. The
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Figure 52. Celts GS 1, GS 9, GS 12,
and GS 13. Scale 1:2 unless otherwise
indicated. Photos J. C. Wright

102. Lerna VII, pp. 193, 194, 197,
nos. 39, 43, 45, 68.
103. Lerna VII, pp. 192, 193, 197,
nos. 29, 33, and 68.
104. Franchthi 14, p. 69.
105. Compare FS 117 in the active
cutting series from Franchthi (Franchthi
14, p. 68).
106. Stroulia 2003.
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morphology of the celts does not change over time, and the majority were
made during the Middle Neolithic period.107
Like so many of the celts collected in the Aegean, those from Tsoungiza
range in size, but they tend to be small in comparison to those from central
and western Europe, the Nordic region, and the United Kingdom.108 It is
commonly assumed that these were tools for cutting, and in many archaeological and ethnological contexts they are found hafted but frequently show
little to no sign of use and by context seem to have had a symbolic value.109
This assemblage from Tsoungiza is too small to be of value in assessing this
matter, but it seems apparent that the tools were used.

Dis cu ssion

107. Stroulia 2003, pp. 3–13.
108. Tsoraki 2011.
109. Bergsvik and Østmo 2011,
p. 13; Davis and Edmonds 2011a,
p. 2; Pétrequin et al. 2011; Risch 2011;
Tsoraki 2011, p. 239.
110. Franchthi 14, pp. 4–5.
111. Stroulia 2018, pp. 203–204,
212, 221.

Although fragmentary and discarded, the collection of ground stone tools
from EU 4 and associated EN–MN contexts is exceptionally diverse in
comparison with other well-published collections from the Peloponnese.
Probably this is a result of the principle of 100% recovery of the contents of
the sondage of EU 4. The diversity of tools most likely reflects the makeup
of tools utilized in the settlement for craft production—including preparing other tools; processing hides, textiles, and pottery; and preparing and
storing food. Unsurprisingly given the length of time between the tools’
use, their discard, and their final deposition in the open pits that existed
along the southern slope of the hill of Tsoungiza, preservation was very
differential. Relatively few and extremely fragmentary remains of grinding slabs and handheld grinders were preserved, while tools whose form
corresponded more closely to their natural state as pebbles and cobbles
were better preserved.
Most of the tools are made of readily available local materials, a characteristic of other assemblages. For example, the tools from Franchthi consist
of many more igneous and metamorphic rocks because they are available
from the nearby ophiolites of the southern Argolid, and, by means of coastal
routes, even andesite from the Aigina-Methana igneous region was available.110 At Alepotrypa in the Mani, the local schist and limestone/marble
make up a majority of the tools found, and metavolcanic rocks from the
ophiolitic region of Krokeies constitute the rest.111 For the Nemea Valley, the
most readily available rocks are sandstone and limestone, highly calcareous
marl, and occasional nodules of chert. Igneous and metamorphic rocks are
brought in from outside the area, so their presence indicates exchange of
some kind.
Although many of the tools are shaped, they began as water-worn
cobbles or slabs easily extracted from outcrops. The tools seem to have
been used heavily, adding to their fragmentary state. They also show many
signs of reuse, which may be an indication of the flexibility of the materials
for different purposes and the practicality of the users in adapting existing tools to different uses. The primary functional purpose of the celts for
use as small axes and choppers is tied directly to their material, and the
uniformity of material suggests that the settlement on Tsoungiza Hill was
tied into a network that extended to other communities that could supply
raw materials or finished tools made from more exotic rocks.
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M I D D LE N E O LI T H I C P L A N T U S E
The archaeobotanical study for the site was carried out by Susan E. Allen.
Neolithic archaeobotanical remains were recovered from a 2 × 1 m sounding in EU 4 following the sampling and water-sieving recovery protocols
outlined by Julie M. Hansen and Susan E. Allen.112 The dating of this deposit
as early Middle Neolithic is based on the ceramic assemblage, which is
dominated by Early Neolithic types alongside some early MN examples.
This small assemblage (n = 87 items) includes a restricted range of taxa as
represented by both wood and seed remains (Table 5).113 From an interpretive standpoint, the lack of association of archaeobotanical samples with
discrete stratigraphic subdeposits or contexts limits their significance for
assessing plant-related behaviors. Instead, the recovered taxa attest only to
their presence and, for most of the recovered materials, their probable use
during the Middle Neolithic period.
Cultivated plants include Triticum monococcum (einkorn), Hordeum
vulgare (hulled barley; Fig. 53:a), Lens culinaris (lentil; Fig. 53:b), and Vicia
ervilia (bitter vetch; Fig. 53:c). Pistacia lentiscus (mastic; Fig. 53:d) also
occurs and is relatively abundant as compared with other taxa in terms of
absolute counts. Although most of the recovered specimens are carbonized,
a few are mineralized. These latter include Vitis vinifera (grape; Fig. 53:e),
of indeterminate status as wild or cultivated, and Echium vulgare (bugloss).
Seed measurements are shown in Table 6.
Among the few wood charcoal fragments recovered, only three taxa
were identified. These include Pinus sp. (pine; Fig. 53:f ), a Fagaceae type
identified as cf. Quercus sp. (oak; Fig. 53:g), and a diffuse-porous type
tentatively identified as cf. Olea europaea (olive; Fig. 53:h). Given the small
size of the recovered charcoal fragments, most could be examined only in
the transverse section. These woody vegetation types are consistent with
those attested for the region during the Middle Neolithic period by pollen
spectra for zone SKK2 of the Sto Kephalari Kleonai core, dated to 7495 ±
60 bp near its base and to 6150 ± 70 bp near its midpoint.114 All three taxa
identified from the Tsoungiza wood charcoal are attested in zone SKK2,
including olive.115 In general, SKK2 points toward the presence of open
woodland vegetation with a higher diversity of taxa than that which is
present in the region today.116

Mi ddl e N eol it hic Ar c haeob otan ic al C omparan da
Only scant archaeobotanical evidence has been reported for the Middle
Neolithic period in southern Greece. Potential comparanda for the Tsoungiza MN botanical assemblage are available from only three southern Greek
sites: Lerna,117 Kouphovouno,118 and Franchthi Cave.119 However, because
of differences in sampling and reporting, only qualitative comparison of
the recovered assemblages is feasible.
At Lerna, no systematic protocol for sampling for plant remains was
applied.120 Apart from a ceramic sherd from Lerna 1 with a seed impression
tentatively identified as an acorn (Quercus sp.),121 the recovered Neolithic
plant remains originate from mixed Lerna 2–3 deposits122 that date from
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112. Hansen and Allen (2011)
report incorrect heavy and light fraction mesh sizes that are larger than the
actual mesh sizes used (2.00 mm for
heavy fraction and 0.25 mm for light
fraction).
113. This count includes the total
of both whole and fragmentary plant
remains. Analysis was completed by
Allen in the Mediterranean Ecosystem
Dynamics and Archaeology Laboratory
at the University of Cincinnati.
114. Atherden, Hall, and Wright
1993, p. 353.
115. Atherden, Hall, and Wright
1993, pp. 353–354.
116. Atherden, Hall, and Wright
1993, p. 354.
117. Hopf 1961, 1962.
118. Vaiglova et al. 2014.
119. Franchthi 7.
120. Lerna VII, p. 263.
121. Hopf 1961, p. 239.
122. Hopf 1961, p. 239; 1962, p. 1.
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Vicia ervilia

Vicia sp.
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the “Later Neolithic” to Early Helladic II.123 The only items reported for
pure Lerna 2 (MN) deposits are a fig (Ficus carica) seed and a strawberry
tree (Arbutus unedo) fruit.124 For the mixed Lerna 2–3 samples (n = 12), both
naked and hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare, Hordeum vulgare var. nudum), lentil
(Lens culinaris), pea (Pisum sativum), Vicia/Lathyrus, and fig are attested.125
At Kouphovouno, although the full assemblage has not yet been
published, a brief summary of its components reports the dominance of
“domestic species of cereals and pulses including free-threshing wheat, hulled
barley, (one-seeded) einkorn, emmer, lentil, common pea, grass pea, and
bitter vetch,”126 as well as fig, flax, and emmer.127 Stable carbon and nitrogen
isotope analyses on free-threshing wheat, barley, pea, and lentil from MN
Kouphovouno provide information about agricultural strategies.128 The resulting Δ13C values for these crops point toward sufficient water availability
for the cereal crops, and exceptionally high water availability for pulses.129
Taken together, the Δ13C and Δ15N values support the authors’ interpretation that pulse crops were artificially watered in a “garden type” setting.130
At Franchthi, systematic sampling and intensive recovery entailed flotation of 100% of the sediment excavated from four trenches inside the cave
(FAS, FAN, H1A, and H1B) and selective sampling of deposits from the
Paralia.131 The earliest MN plant remains from Franchthi are documented
in Hansen’s botanical zone VIIa in trench FAN, wherein lentils and hulled
barley are the predominant taxa.132 Other plants represented in zone VIIa are
Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccum (emmer wheat), almond, Pistacia lentiscus,
Capparis sp. (caper), and several other small wild seed types such as Avena
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Figure 53. Archaeobotanical
remains: (a) Hordeum vulgare,
(b) Lens culinaris, (c) Vicia ervilia,
(d) Pistacia lentiscus, (e) Vitis vinifera,
(f ) Pinus sp. wood, (g) cf. Quercus sp.
wood, (h) cf. Olea sp. wood. Scale (a, d)
5:1, (b, c, e) 10:1, (f–h) as indicated. Photos
S. E. Allen

123. Lerna VII, p. 263.
124. Hopf 1962, p. 4.
125. Hopf 1962, p. 4.
126. Vaiglova et al. 2014, p. 203.
127. Vaiglova et al. 2014, pp. 203–
204.
128. Vaiglova et al. 2014.
129. Vaiglova et al. 2014, pp. 208–
209.
130. Vaiglova et al. 2014, pp. 208–
209.
131. Franchthi 7, p. 24.
132. Franchthi 7, p. 146.
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TA B LE 6. S EED M E A S U R EM EN T S
Taxon

Lens culinaris

Context
616/1

2.00 (max. L.)

614/3

2.57 (max. L.)

614/1
616/2
616/3

Vicia ervilia

Hordeum vulgare
Vitis vinifera

Galium sp.

Pistacia lentiscus

Measurements (mm)

626/1
616/1
626/1
626/1
626/2
626/3
624/1
624/1

Note: L. = length; B. = breadth.

2.32 (max. L.)
2.12 (max. L.)
2.07 (max. L.)
2.17 (max. L.)
2.16 (max. B.)

6.82 (L.), 3.81 (B.)
4.31 (L.)
4.49 (L.)
2.34 (L.)

1.89 (max. Diam.)

4.75 (L.), 4.64 (B.)

sp. (oat), Cruciferae (mustards), small-seeded grasses, and members of the
Boraginaceae (borage) family, the majority of which occur most typically
as fewer than four items per sample.133 Later MN plant remains from the
lower part of botanical zone VIIb, ending with the FAS 116 and FAN 120
units, which are within Vitelli’s FCP 2.5, document greater diversity of crop
types than in the earliest MN deposits. New cereal and pulse crops that
appear in the later Middle Neolithic period include einkorn wheat, Vicia/
Lathyrus sp. (vetch/grasspea), and Pisum (pea).134 In contrast to zone VIIa,
in which barley was the dominant cereal, emmer predominates in VIIb.135

Ts o ung i z a Mi ddl e N eol i t h ic Ar c haeobotany i n
Con t e x t

133. Franchthi 7, app. D.
134. Franchthi 7, app. A, D.
135. Franchthi 7, p. 146.
136. Megaloudi 2006, p. 74.

The MN botanical assemblages from Tsoungiza, Kouphovouno, and
Franchthi, and to a lesser extent Lerna, given the chronological ambiguity
of the Lerna 2–3 plant remains, point toward some inter-site variation in
crop husbandry. The Tsoungiza assemblage shows the greatest similarity
to the Franchthi VIIa assemblage (early MN). The two assemblages share
a restricted range of crops and a dominance of barley and lentils, together
with very small quantities of wheat. Whereas einkorn is attested at Tsoungiza, emmer occurs at Franchthi. In contrast, Kouphovouno shows a much
broader range of crop taxa, including hulled barley, einkorn, emmer, freethreshing wheat, lentil, pea, grasspea, and bitter vetch—a pattern that is
more similar to the Franchthi VIIb (later MN) assemblage.
On the basis of comparison of the 10 MN sites available from the whole
of Greece in 1996, Fragkiska Megaloudi suggested a pattern of agricultural
continuity from the Early Neolithic period, and the dominance of einkorn
and emmer over barley.136 At Tsoungiza and in the earliest MN deposits at
Franchthi, however, barley and lentils are dominant. The restricted diversity
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of crops at Tsoungiza and at Franchthi, even in the later Middle Neolithic
period, contrasts with the picture that emerges from Kouphovouno. Given
the intensive nature of sampling at both Franchthi and Kouphovouno, these
differences in assemblage composition can be taken to reflect behavioral
differences rather than artifacts of sampling. The apparent variation in crop
diversity in southern Aegean MN sites may be related to differences in
settlement permanence, such as temporary occupations at MN Franchthi
and a pattern of shifting settlement during the Middle Neolithic period,137
as compared with more locationally stable sites such as Kouphovouno.
However, because of the current dearth of MN archaeobotanical data,
significant additional research is needed in order to test this idea. More
systematic sampling of MN sites, together with nuanced analysis of agricultural systems, such as the combined assessment of stable isotope data for
both plant and animal remains undertaken at Kouphovouno,138 is needed
to better understand MN agricultural systems in the Aegean.

H U M A N O S T E O L O G I C A L M AT ER I A L
This study, conducted by Anastasia Papathanasiou, presents the preliminary
anthropological results following the examination of the human skeletal
remains retrieved in the EN–MN strata from the UCB 1974 and 1975
salvage excavations of deposit DDDEEE 23:1 (see context 3 description,
p. 4, above) carried out at Tsoungiza. The human skeletal assemblage
consists exclusively of disarticulated and fragmented human remains. The
analysis of the material followed the standard procedures of Jane Buikstra
and Douglas Ubelaker for commingled remains.139 The basic demographic/
anthropometric parameters (minimum number of individuals [MNI], sex,
and age) were determined, and an effort was made to identify possible indicators of pathological conditions for each skeletal element. Observations
were made under normal light conditions without the aid of microscopy.
After close examination of all the skeletal elements of Tsoungiza, the
MNI was determined to be three adults, including one probable male,
one probable female, and one of indeterminate sex, possibly male.140 All
of the individuals are very partially represented from few bone elements.
Most fragments ranged in length from 2.0 to 13.4 cm. The small size of
the skeletal material inhibited any statistical analyses.
Few pathological conditions could be positively identified in this skeletal
assemblage because of the fragmentary state of its preservation. One case
of ossified interosseus sheath was observed on a phalanx (Fig. 54) of mild
severity, implying age and mechanical stress-related arthritic alterations, for
the male individual of lot 13. Antemortem tooth loss (AMTL) of all the
left molars was also observed on the mandibular fragment of the female
individual of lot 1.141 Stature was not possible to be determined because of
the high level of fragmentation and lack of completeness of the available
long bones.
However, some inferences about the formation process of this assemblage could be outlined by observing the relative representation of certain
anatomical group elements. The entire sample consists of 59 identified
and approximately 22 unidentified skeletal fragments, all of which were
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Figure 54. Phalanx with ossified
interosseus sheath. Scale ca. 1:1.5.
Photo A. Papathanasiou

137. Franchthi 8, p. 96.
138. Vaiglova et al. 2014.
139. Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994.
140. Reference resources include
Meindl and Lovejoy 1985; White and
Folkens 2005.
141. Reference resources include
Ortner and Putschar 1985; Ortner
2003.
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inventoried. A striking overrepresentation of cranial (16 fragments), innominate (20 fragments), and long bone (14 fragments) skeletal elements
was observed, counting 50 total, followed by eight rib fragments and one
hand phalanx, which represent the smaller anatomical elements, although
they are the most numerous elements in the human skeleton. Noteworthy
is the high number of animal bones, which were mixed with the human
ones in the assemblage under study.
The overwhelming prevalence of cranial, innominate, and long bone
fragments in the assemblage could be consistent with the custom of redeposition or secondary deposition of certain parts of the deceased, who is
primarily buried elsewhere, and after decomposition takes place, a number
of the skeletal elements are transferred to the final deposition place. Usually,
this process involves larger and more representative individual bones, while
smaller elements such as ribs, vertebrae, and phalanges remain at the first
location. This is the picture that the current sample presents. Also, teeth
are completely absent, although they are more resistant to decomposition
compared to other smaller elements, which also strengthens the hypothesis
of a secondary deposit involving a selective choice of skeletal elements, a
practice that resulted in the picture of the current skeletal sample.

Indiv i d ual De sc r i p t ion s
Lot 1: Adult, probable female, very gracile, represented by 14 cranial fragments and 12 long bone fragments including humerus, radius, ulna, femur,
and tibia parts, resulting in a poor to fair representation, best represented
of the three individuals of this sample. This individual had lost all the left
lower molars during life, and the mandible had been partly or completely
remodeled.
Lot 11: Young adult, judging from the unfused cranial sutures, of
indeterminate sex, possibly male judging from the robusticity, represented
by only one cranial fragment and nine innominate fragments, indicating
a very poor representation.
Lot 13: Adult, probably male, judging from the pelvic morphology and
the robusticity of the long bones, represented by one cranial fragment, two
long bone fragments including femur and tibia parts, one hand phalanx,
eight rib fragments, six innominate fragments, and another approximately
20 unidentified fragments, resulting in a poor to fair representation. The
phalanx exhibits ossified interosseus sheath.

CO N C LU S I O N S

142. Johnson 1996.
143. Johnson 1996, pp. 275, 279,
fig. 4.
144. Johnson 1996, pp. 279, 283.

The geomorphological and archaeological study of the EN–MN deposits at
Tsoungiza demonstrates that it was a dispersed open-air settlement, rather
than a cave, as Blegen had suggested. This finding is in keeping with the
evidence from most other EN–MN sites in southern Greece.142 The size of
the site, scattered over 26,000 m2, is larger than previously thought, making it one of the largest EN–MN sites in southern Greece.143 Perhaps the
higher rainfall in the Nemea Valley made it possible to support a larger
population than elsewhere in southern Greece.144 Even the pollen record
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shows an increase in cleared land in the Nemea region during the Early
Neolithic period.145 The abandonment of Tsoungiza in the late Middle
Neolithic–Late Neolithic period and its reoccupation in the Final Neolithic
period matches the general pattern observed for open-air settlements in
southern Greece.146
Ceramic analysis shows that both EN and MN occupation is distributed
throughout the site. Innovations in ceramic technology, forms, and surface
treatments observed at Franchthi, Lerna, and Corinth over the course of
the Early and Middle Neolithic periods are also present in the pottery
found at Tsoungiza. The potters at Tsoungiza were part of the network in
the northeastern Peloponnese through which innovations were transmitted
during the Early and Middle Neolithic periods.147
The exceptional diversity of ground stone tool types at Tsoungiza
suggests a broad range of activities, including food processing; wood,
leather, and textile working; pottery making; and plastering. The materials
used were largely local. The similarities between Tsoungiza tool types and
those found at Lerna and Franchthi support the ceramic evidence for a
network for sharing technical innovations. The importation of celts made
from nonlocal materials further indicates the participation of Tsoungiza
in an exchange network.
The dominance of barley and lentils in the MN archaeobotanical record
at Tsoungiza, as at Franchthi, contrasts with the broader range of cultivars
attested at MN Kouphovouno—a pattern that may reflect variation in
agricultural practices and settlement types. Further palaeoenvironmental,
palaeoclimatic, archaeobotanical, and geoarchaeological research is needed
to determine the relationship between environmental factors and the MN
abandonment of Tsoungiza and other open-air settlements in southern
Greece.
The few human remains found within the settlement suggest that
intramural burial was not the norm.148 This pattern also fits well with that
seen at other southern Greek sites dating to these periods. Additionally, the
overwhelming prevalence of cranial, innominate, and long bone fragments
in the assemblage strongly indicates the practice of secondary deposition
of a selective choice of skeletal elements of the deceased as the final stage
of the mortuary ritual.
The geomorphological study and the recovery and analysis of ground
stone tools and archaeobotanical remains in NVAP EU 4 contribute significantly to our understanding of the EN–MN deposits on Tsoungiza.
These results demonstrate the utility of conducting small-scale excavation
to check stratigraphy and systematically recover organic and inorganic
remains when reevaluating older and salvage excavations.
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